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Union Officials Get Word
Today On UMW Contract
WASHINGTON - (AP) - Some 400
coal miners and United Mine Workers
'district representatives - the men who
will have to sell the union's rankand-file
on the prnposed soft coal industry
contract - are getting the word today
on how to go about their difficult task.
Although the contract has been
widely criticized in the coalfiqs, top
union officials feel that if they can
adequately explain the pact, the union's
160,000 striking millers will approve the
contract next week and be back in the
pits by midMarch. 
Members of the anion's bargaining
team scheduled meetings with the
miners and district representatives at a
downtown hotel.
The bargainers are attempting to
steep their audience in what the union
would get from the contact and trying
to second-guess what questions the 400
or so men will have to answer when
• their meet with local union iepresen-
- tatives throughout the UMW's II
-districts later this week. • -
The 400 rank-and-file members vivre
chosen by UMW President Milord
Miller, who Friday night called them,
"my people."
Miller says he has no plans to go into
the coalfields and stump for the
proposal, as he did in 1974. But Miller
did plan to make air appearance at
today's indoctrination session to




Two Murray -41Igh- students, Jon
Noffsinger and Marilyn Howard,
received honors at the Memphis State
Jazz Festival held Saturday in .Mem-
phis.
Miss Howard, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Howard, was awarded the
trophy for the outstanding musician of
the entire festival and a certificate for
outstanding musicianship.
Noffsinger, son of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
Noffsinger, was awarded a certificate
for outstanding musicianship.
Noffsinger plays first alto saxophone
and Marilyn plays first trumpet in the
Murray High stage band which made
its third appearance in the festival.
Bands from Kentucky, Tennessee,
Mississippi and Alabama presented
concerts during- the day and attended
the final concert of the MSU A and B
jazz bands.
The MHS jazz band's next ap-
pearance will be April 1 at the Murray
State Jam Festival.
their respeedbility under the union
constitutiorrte-back the tentative
contract.
Some of our people failed to support
the contract proposal in 1974," said
Miller, who steadfastly predicts the
current pact will be approved. "The un-
ion's international officers and the
international executive board will act
against anybody failing to meet their
responsibilities this time."
The ratification vote will be con-
ducted early next week in 2,100 local
union halls. Before the balloting.
educational meetings will be held in
each district and local officers, in turn,
will then hold similar sessions with the
rank-and-file.
Following this, a 48-hour waiting
period ensues before the miners cast
their secret ballots.
The results, tabulated by local union
tellers, should be announced the next -
Mffier urged the miners to read the-
contract, 'copies of which have been
sent to the rank-and-Rle, and not be
swayed by the rhetoric' of members who
have been critical.
The UMW plans to blitz the coalfields
with radio and television ads urging
ratification. The thrust of this media
deluge Is expected in southern West
Virginia's districts 17 and 29, where
nearly 58,000 miners live.
Both President Carter and Labor
Secretary Ray Marshall said Sunday
they think the rank-and-file will ap-
prove the settlement.
Meanwhile, the Bituminous Coal
Operators Aasociation - with whom
the union reached the tentative con-
tract last week - has its own
ratification procedure. U.,
While the BCOA said it would not
make their decision known until the
UMW vote is announced, there was
little _doubt of the operators' eventual
.approval.
The contract provides for a 37 percent
wage increase over the next three
years, with an immediate $1-an-hour
raise. This would leave most miners'
salaries at about $80 a day by 1900, not
counting overtime. Miners now make
an average 855 a day.
The two most controversial areas are
the health and pension package and the
section dealing with wildcat strikes
During the final hours of last week's
negotiations, the coal operators ac-
cepted the union demand that the
health and pension plans be guaranteed
and that the companies' stance on work
stoppage penalties be softened.
In the proposal rejected two weeks
ago, the companies wanted to jettison
the multimillion-dollar health and pen-
sion trust funds and provide their own
plans.
• The funds now are operated in-
dependently and tied to the amount of
coal mined. The operators wanted to tie
them directly to hours worked, thereby
making them a weapon -aga inst wildcat
strikes.- • •
In the Curtitril-proposal, the health
and pension plans are guaranteed by
the operators
Laetrile, 9tA, Abortion Delay Other Bills
Just 3 Weeks Remain
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Most
major legislation should clear at least
one chamber by the end of the week, or
be in good shape for passage, legisla-
tive leaders predict.
But they say it's going to take long
hours to accomplish. Just three weeks
are left in the 1978 session.
The Senate planned to convene at 1
p.m. today, giving members three
hours extra to tackle a long agenda.
The House was to convene at 4 pin.
as usual, but House Speaker William
Kenton, DLexington, told members
that they should expect to work through
the evening.
Twenty-one bills posted for con-
sideration last Friday could not be
taken up because the electronic voting
machine broke down. They were to be
added to today's lengthy orders.
Kenton and his Senate counterpart,
Senate President Pro Tern Joe Prather,
D-Vine Grove, said in interviews last





week that bad weather early in the
session, fights over rules of operation,
and emotional issues such as abortion,
Laetrile and the Equal Rights Amend-
ment had eaten chunks of time out of
the 60-day session-, delaying other
legislation.
"I think the major legislation is
somewhat later this year," Prather
said, "but at the same time, I feel we're
in a position to move quickly."
He cited workmen's compensation
GIVES CERAMIC WORK-Fred Shepard, shown working at his Murray- Stale studio, has donated an original ceramic work to be given as a door --prize dining the Community Theatre's Dinner-Theatre production "YouAin't Seen Nothin' Yet," March 2, 3, and 4,7 p.m. at the Holiday. Inn. Shepardreceived his BA, MA and MM from Michigan State University and haspresented his work in regional, national and international Shows. Specialfopd Iiiircisase,requirements make restivations for the dinner theatrenecessary by Feb. 28. Call 759-1752 between 10 a.m. and noon and 11 p.m.• and 3 p.m. or contact any member of the Community Theatre.
in Legislative Session
insurance legislation, a MI* -bill • up tge-freelt," Prather -saki. "By thewhich was introduced in the Senate just end of the Week well be in a -much
better position to pass out major legis-
lation."
Prather said legislation has been
"moving awfully well" in the Howe
and he doesn't anticipate any road-
blocks for important bills.
The Joint Appropriations and
Revenue Committee will continue
hearings on the proposed executive,
and is expected to begin acting on
amendments to the budget legislation
by week's end.
A Senate bearing was scheduled
today on strip mining legislation that
establishes stiff new penalties for
mining without a permit, and which
would bring Kentucky into compliance
with federal strip mining laws.
last Thursday.
.
The measure, which would establish
a state compensation insurance fund, is
controversial and must still move
through committees of both chambers
and come up for a vote in the House and
Senate. But Prather said he is op-
timistic that problems with the bill can
be worked out and it can move along
rapidly.
And another- mator bill - an -ad-
ministration measure creel nfTa new
department and board of housing,
buildings and construction, has cleared
the House, but has not yet been. con-
sidered by a Senate committee: •
"We're a little behind, but we'll catch
CountyVeterans' Bankrolls Grow
A number of war veterans living in
Calloway County will have their
bankrolls enlarged soon to the tune of
$43,600.
That is the amount they will receive,
approximately, as their share of a
$445,600,000 cash dividend to be
distributed by the Veterans
Administration.
It will go to those veterans of World
War I, World War II and the Korean
War who have kept their GI insurance
polices in force.
The current dividend is the biggest
ever declared, the VA states. It is the
larger than before because the iuterest
earned by the trust funds governing the
policies was unusually high in the past
year.
Participating in the distribution,
nationally, will be 106,900 World War I
veterans who hold United States
today's index 
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and cold. Highs in the mid to
upper 30s. Snow mixed with rain
beginning tonight and changing
to rain by morning and con-
tinuing Tuesday. Not as cold with
lows tonight in the low 30s. Highs
Tuesday in the upper 30s to low
40s. Winds, light southeast today
and tonight. The probability of
precipitation is 70 percent tonight
and 110„,perlint Tnesd.ay:_
Government Life Insurance policies,
3,465,000 World War II vets who have
National Service Life Insurance and
550,000 Korean vets who are covered by
Veterans Special Life Insurance.
Vietnam vets, because of the kind of
insurance they have, are not eligible at
this time.
Of the 2,020 veterans of the three wars
who reside in Calloway County, only
about one-fifth of them will be on the
receiving end, the figures indicate.
They are the ones who held on to their
Of 400 who do qualify, the ones who
were in World War I will be getting
$224, on average. Those who saw ser-
vice in the second World War will be
collecting $117 and the Korean vets, $29.
In individual case, the actual
amounts paid will be larger or smaller
than these averages since the dividends
depends upon such variables as the size
of the policy and the age of the
recipient.
The $43,600 that will be going to local
vets will arrive, automatically, on the
anniversary dates of their policies.
There is no teed to contact the VA




"Reservations are going fast!"
reveals Larry Bartlett, co-chairman of
the anniversary committee for the
-Community Theatre's dinner-theatre
-production, "You Ain't Seen Nothing'
Yet." 'Because of requirements for
special food preparation people need to
make reservations far the show by
Tuesday, February 28.' —
The menu for the dinner, which starts
at 7:00, March 2,3, and 4, at the Holiday
Inn, consists of fruit salad with a
special poppy seed -dressing, chicken
cordon blue, broiled tarragon tomatoes,
a spinach casserole and toffee gateau.
Following the dinner, a Vaudeville
type show will feature acts, dance
,numbers, and sketches in the tradition
of W. C. Fields, the Marx Brothers and
others. Five dollars of the admission
price will be a tax-deductible con-
tribution to the Community Theatre's
education program.
Three area artists have contributed
their work to the production. Each
night one of the works will be given as a
door prize. Miss Clara Eagle, former
chairman of the Murray State
University Au----Department,
noted silversmith, has 'created a silver
and turquoise pendant for this an-
niversary production. Fred Shepard,
who has shown his work in regional,
national and nations) shows, has
donated an original ceramic wbrk as
one of the door prizes. A print of her
original work was donated by Ms.
Melody Weiler. A teacher of print-,
making at MSU, Ms. Weiler has shdwn
her work throughout the United'States.
-We urge everyone to make their
'reservations today," continued Bar-
tlett. "No one wants to miss this chance
to see an exciting show and enjoy this
dinner." People may call 759-1752 from
10 to 12 and 1 to 3, or may call anyone
connected with the Community Theatre




Kentucky Governor Julian Carroll,
by executive order, has extended the
deadline for buying Kentucky auto
license plate until midnight March 15
The original deadline for buying state
license plates was midnight Feb. 78.
But, a spokesman for the governor
said today that due to the severe
weather during January and February,
(by, Carroll decided extend the
deadline.
Meanwhile, Calloway County Court
Clerk Marvin Harris said today that he
was miffed at the governor's procedure
in notifying court clerks about the
extension.
"All I know is what rife-seen on rv:
They haven't given us the official notice
yet," Harris said. "I'm sure it has
I been extended ) but you can't prove it
by me."
Harris said practically the same
thing happened last year when the
governor extended the deadline for
buying auto license tag. "Last year
when they extended it we didn't get the
word for six days afterward," Harris
said. "IPthey hold to form, we'll know
by the end of this week."
Harris said, however, that Calloway
County license plate sales "are in good
shape." He said the last mow may have
slowed sales somewhat.
MHS Speech Team Wins Competition
The Murray High Speech team
participated in the first round of
regional competition at Murray State
University this past weekend and won
top honors.
The regional competition was focused
on the one act play and was divided into
two divisions. The two plays entered by
the Murray club won first place in each
division.
In the senior division, "The
Quldren's Hour" won first place.
Laura Shinners was selected as best
actress and Greg Schmaltz as best
actor in the region. I,ysa Lyon, Debbie
Geurin, Donna Bailey, Kim Alley, and
Robyn Burke complete the cast.
In the junior division the "Infancy"
won first place. Michelle Harris was
selected as best actress and Mark
Austin as best actor in the region. Mary
Hina, Kayne Beasley, and Richard
Simon complete the cast.
Murray Hifh was the only school to
receive a superior rating. They also
. received every award that was given.
Both plays will now complete the state
4 competition at Lexington on March 10
:end II. •••
WIN SPEECH TOURNEY - Pictured are senior and junior members ofMurray High Speech team that won top honors at Murray State Universitsi
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Let's Stay Well
Control Of Russian Flu
0: Mr. V. B. writesThat
he has read about a new
variety of influenza -virus
that has sprung up,in Rus-
sia and is spreading. He
also learned that no vac-
cine is available to protect
against this new kind of flu
and that it could be potent
and dangerous.
He wonders if a serious
danger exists and wants td.„.
know what is being done.tiS
prevent an epidemic from
this new kind of virus.
A: You are right that a
new strain of influenzal
virus appeared late last
year in•Russia and spread
to Hong Kong, Taiwan and
— Finland..
Because of the history of
flu epidemics, this flu is
expected in the U.S. early
ih..1978. Flu outbreaks usu-
ally subside in late winter
or early spring. However,
this Russian strain may
start up again in the fall of
the year.
Drug manufacturers are
at work on an appropriate_
Vaccine. The Department
of Health, Education and
Welfare has appointed a
. special advisory panel that
has advised the develop-
ment of a vaccine by next
flu season. So a vaccine
arainst the Russian vari-




medicines, which can help
.to control any strain of flu.'st.
Under Modern conditions,
the danger of a severe
epidemic from influenza is
remote.
Wearing Copper
To Relieve Arthritis .
0: Mr. D. K. has several
friends who have arthritis
and who wear copper
bracelets.- He wants to
know if they do any good.,
A: As you. know, wearing
- -"' -copper against the skin as
a necklace, bratelet or an-
klet is a long established.
custom. The skin is impen-
vious to metallic copper,
and I know of no scientific
evidence to support this
custom and to demonstrate
that it has any Curative or
therapeutic value. For-
tunately, such a practice
does no harm.
Probably, • the benefits
are largely .mental or psy-
chological. If the wearer
gets some encouragement
and hope and thinks posi-
tively that the copper is •
helpful in relieving the
-aching, I can think of no
jiastification for insisting
that the practice be discon-
• linued. ' '
Mrs. Hodges Presents
Book Review At Meet .
The United Methodist
Women of Russell's Chapel
Church met Feb. 13 with




The menus for this week,
'Feb. 27 to March 1, have been
released by the food service
director, Glinda Jeffery, as
follows:
CARTER AND ROBERT-
SON — Monday—corn dogs,
buttered potatoes, peaches,
cake; r Tuesday— sausage,
baked, apples, creamed




chips, apple, carrot sticks;
Friday—chili with sandwich,
crackers, Ira saLsd, and-
cookie.
MURRAY MIDDLE—
Monday--chili dog or ham-
burger--frotstoes, slaw or
mixed kuit, potatoes, cake;
Tuesday—pizza or soup with
'sandwich, potatoes, apples,
cookie; Wednesday—
spaghetti or hamburger plate,
fruits and vegetables, cookie;
Thursday—pizza or tacos,





Monday—choice of corn dogs,
toasted cheese, hamburger,
hot dogs, fruits, and
vegetables; Tuesday—choice
of pizza, sloppy joe, ham-
burger, hot dogs, chef salad,
fruits and vegetables; Wen-
desday—choice of chicken,
beef and gravy, hamburgers,
hot dogs, chef salad; variety of
fruits and Vegetables;





Friday—choice of chili and
sandwich., ravioli, rham-
ntirgers, 'hot dogii, chef salad,
variety of fruits and
vegetables.
CALLOWAy COUNTY
. The menus for this week,
Feb. 27-toJklarch 1, have been
released by the food service
director, Joanna Adams, as
follows:•
CALLOWAY HIGH—
Monday— choice of ham-
burgers, sloppy joe, ravioli,
vegetables, salads, desserts;
Tuesday—cheeseburgers,











beans, french bread, dessert;
Tuesday— hamburgers,
french fries, fruit, cookie;
Wednesday—lasagne, green








french fries, lettuce, apple
crisp; Tuesday—lasagne,
green peas, tossed salad,
french bread, dessert;
Wednesday— batter dipped
fish, white beans, cole slaw,
tater _ tots, congo bars;
Thursday—submarines,
  lettuce, tomato, tri-taters,
fruit, cookie; Friday—fried
chicken, creamed potatoes,














the speaker, Mrs. Helen
Hodges who presented an
Inspirational review ofTaylor
Caldwell's "Dear , and
Glorious Physician." The
book forms a basis for a study
of the Gospel of Luke. A study
will be continued at the next
meeting and all members are
asked to prepare by reading
the first twe chapters of the
gospel.
Members present, included
Gustine Dill, Mara Wutzke,
Lavin Carter, Dolly Lorenz,
Ginny Crihfield, Edith
McKinzie, Helen Hodges, and
Linda Kelly.
Edith McKinzie read "A
Recipe for a Happy Year" by
Robert Pearson for the
devotion.
Information for a future
seminar was given by Dolly
Lorenz. The possibility of a
representative being sent to!




The March meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Helen
Hodges. Klara Wutzke will be





By Abigail Van Buren—
DEAR ABBY: CRAVING AFFECTIO.N domplainia
bgcause her husband of 12 years would accommodate her
sexual desires only three times a year. She consulted her
rabbi, who told her.. that as long as her husband didn't
mistreat her she has nothing to complain about.
Abby, I think that woman should find herself another
rabbi. It is a fact that one of the 613 mitzvahs (rules in the
Jewish code of conduct) states that a husband has a moral
obligation to satisfy his wife sexually once a week.
My information comes from the Yeshiva University of
Los. Angeles. Sign me...... I.
"'KNOWLEDGEABLE COY"-
DEAR GOY: According to the Bible (Exodus 21:10), a
husband is responsible for his wife's food, clothing and
"conjugal rights"-which includes sex.
A man cannot be "commanded" by Jewish law (or any
other law) to "satiify" his wife sexually. But he has an
obligation to try.
DEAR ABBY: Eight years .ago I had an affair with a'
co-worker, and like a fool, I told my husband everything.
My life has been a living hell ever silice.
I can't take the car without him checking the mileage. I
can't use the phonewithout him adjusting the cord to see if
it's bein 'moved: EVery` tithe weliave a disagreethent,-Tie
brings up the affair and says I have to put up with
anything he dishes out and I should consider myself lucky
that he's still here.
We have one son, and my husband keeps telling me he
will tell the boy all abolt me as soon as he's old enough to
understand. (Abby, the boy wasn't even born at the time of
my mistake!)
My husband wrote down everything I confessed to him
and says he can use it in court withaso proof. Every time
we argue, he threatens to call the man's wife and tell her
about me. -
I've even told him to go ahead and have an affair himself
if it would stop the revenge, but to quit threatening me!
Every time we receive a wrong number,- he swears I'm
fooling around. This has been going on for over -6 years and-
I can't take any more of it, hut whit can I do? My nerves
are shattered.
TOO HONEST
DEAR HONEST: Give your husband an ultimatum. Tell
him that unless he goes with you to a clergyman, marriage
counselor or a mental health clinic,, you will take your child
and leave!
Perhaps with therapy he can be made to realize how
-cruet and sick his- &hiking is. I/ be refusescounseling,
leave him. Life anywhere else would-be preferable to the
abuse you're getting.
DEAR ABBY: That woman who wrote in to complain
about gabby hairdressers sv.re got My goat. I'm a
hairdresser, and I wish that lady could have stood behind
my chair today. She'd have heard the details of four -
divorces, three hysterectomies, two kids spaced out on
dope, and I don't know how many sad stories about
cheating husbands, alcoholics and in-law problems.
If a hairdresser talks too much, the customer can always
say, "No more talking, please. I'd like to relax." But if the
customer decides to do a non-stop number on her
hairdresser, no way can the hairdresser shut her up.
By CECILY BROWNSTONE




. Apple Pie a la Mode
MARINATED VEGETABLES
1  cup olive oil





6 red-ripe tomatoes (about
21,4 pounds), skinned and
sliced
1 medium cucumber, pared
and sliced thin
1 small sweet onion, sliced
thin and separated ink>
rings
Shake or beat together the
oil, vinegar, garlic, salt and
pepper. Alternate layers of the
tomatoes, cucumber and onion
-- sprinkling each layer with
some of the dressing. Cover
tightly and chill for 6 to 8 hours
to allow flavors to blend. Gar-
nish with parsley or fresh basil.
Makes 8 servings.
tbeRambos
One of America's favorite Gospel Singing Groups will be in
Concert — Saturday, March 4th
at 8:00 P. M. at the
West Ky. Exposition Center
in Mirray, Ky.
Reserve Tickets Ay/Ai:ibis, al P N Hirsch Co
•
GRINNING AND BEARING IT
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Neve,r Too Young or Too Old." Send 81 with a long,
self-addressed, stamped (24 eents)'envelope to Abb.?, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. $0212.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28,1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your brith Sign.
ARIES cretz,3-1( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
An excellent period in which
to establish the basis for a Thore
settled way of life. Plan all
moves wisely and with future
security in mind.
TAURUS
( Apr.'21 to May 21)
If you expect too much, day
may prove disappointing.
Keeping your objectives within
reasonable bounds, however -
and working toward them only
- will be your winning ticket.
GEMINI-4 n "
( May 22 to June 21) ••
Opposition to your iteas could
cause some indecisiveness but,
if you're sure you're on the right
track, go ahead as planned.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 00
Attempts to alleviate an
economic situation should be
most successful now. The
resources of another may even
be put at your 'disposal.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Confusion could result if you
misinterpret instructions,
miscalculate In any way. A day
for checking ALL situations.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept 23) WP11.
Financial matters favored —
especially in the a.m. On the
personal score, however, you
may run into a bit of difficulty ip
a romantic situation.
LIBRA v---t
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
This could be a livelier day
thon.anticipated but YOU can
meet all situations with grace
and agility. Romance favored
SCORPIO •
(Oct, 24 to ,Nov. 74)
.,14. tap *formate needs y
purred management and will
power -.rarely found wanting
in your Sign. Don't waste time




(NOV. 23 to'bec. 21)
Some intriguing situations
. are indicated, but certain.
"dull" matters will require
attention nevertheless. Attack
with determination and a
realistic point of view.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan: 20)
An appropriate time for
reevaluation. Make sure of all
procedures. Review precedents
and -experiences of others for
enlightenment..
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A fine outlook. Avoid -the
unconventional, hast or erratic,
however. You have real op-
portunity to achieve; don't spoil
it through indifference or
sporadic effort
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC.
You must realize your
limitations, of course, but DO
strive to widen your boundaries,
broaden your horizons. Your
imagination at a peak now.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely competent and
capable person: are unusually
versatile and have a warm and
outgoing personality. Obstacles
rarely get you down and never
are your capabilities so evident
as when you are • faced with
emergencies. The well-
developed Piscean gains
recognition quickly through his
finesse and accuracy but, if not
living up to his potentials, may
be careless about- details,
sloven* in habits, You make
excellent artists, political and
military leaders, teachers,
philosophers and writers. Birth-
date. of: Michel de Montaigne,
FrenrJx-ossayist; Geraldine
Farrar. otier,a-singis--






Poisons group will meet at
seven p. in. at the First
Christian Church, For in-
formation call 753-3531 or 753-
3714.
Monday, February ,27
League of Women Voters
will have an open meeting at
the United Campus Ministry
at 730p.m. with Jo Curds and
Mary Jane Littleton as
speakers. Public invited.
- National Secretiries
Association will meet in the
court room of the Calloway
County Court House at seven
p.m. Visitors are welcomed.
Baptist Men of4irst Baptist
Church will have a dinner at
the church fellowship hall at
6:30 P.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Health Center, North 7th




Discussion Group will meet at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Solon Bucy, 408 South llth
Street, Murray, at seven p.m.
Note change in meeting place.
Tuesday, February 28
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church is
scheduled to meet at p.m.
Reservations for the dinner-
theatre' first anniversary
celebration of the Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre at the Holiday Inn -on
Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday should be Made by
today -by- calling the theatre
box--office,- 759-1752: Tickets
for the dinner and special
show are 89.50 each.
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at seven p. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to meet at the
Dexter Center at 9:30 a: m.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. James Leach of Dexter
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
- PADUCAH PATIENT
Willie Grugett of Akno has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Hens today lay up to fou
times more eggs than hens a
century ago.
Tuesday, February 28
High School and Middle
School Acteens of First
Baptist Church will meet at
the church parking lot at five
p. ni." to begin their home
mission study and progressive
dinner.
Women's Aglow Fellowship
will meet at 10:30 a. m. at
Kenbar Inn, Gilbertsville.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen- of the World will
meet at home- of, Martha
Andrus, 1312 Poplar, at seven
p.m.
Free concert-by the Murray
State University Symphonic
Band and the Wind Sinfonietta
under the direction of Prof.
Paul Shahan will be prese. nted
at 8:15 p. m. in the Lovett
auditorum. The public is in-
vited.
EMS Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens with sack lunch at




Shor " an Audubon film,
will be presented by the
Department of Biological
Sciences, Murray State, at
seven p.m. In the Student
Center auditorium. No ad-
mission and public is invited.
For information call 762-2786.
762-2786.
Murray Quota Club is
scheduled to meet at twelve
noon at the Triangle-inn. -
Wednesday, March 1
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Ellis
Cornimmity -tenter -at 130
p.m. with the lesson to be on
"Making Dough Flowers"
with Lola Fisk as hostess.
Mission Groups of Flint
Baptist Church Are scheduled
to meet at seven 'p.m. at the
church.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
are scheduled to meet at the
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Sit down to a
real steak meal,
instead!
A real steak meal you can really afford!
Sizzlin-hot steak (choose from 7 kinds)
steaming baked potato with topping, Of
crisp 'n crunchy fries (your choice) ... a
to our generous salad bar a butter-melting





That beats "grabbing a fast bite" any day!.
And our complete meals cost just a little
more than eat-and-run snacks!
Tot our money-saving daily specials - or
our change-of-pace burgers, chicken,
shrimp, or fish. All cooked right, priced
right.
Next time, forget the rush-rush kind of
_eating, and sit down Ida real steak meal, '
instead. At Sirloin Stockade.
MONDAYS
Clop* SAN Mid, salad, and Your drink.
IusISr.sef
TUESDAYS
Newly ago Stook Wei, !am, and drink, all
for$2.111
WEDNESDAYS
adds. Fry Frook mac salad. and dnilk, only
82.291
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Letters To The Editor
,
Opposes 12th St. Project
To The Edlter:
My letter is in response bythe an-
nounced public hearing on March 22
concerning proposed highway con-
struction on 12 Street (US 641) in
Murray, Kentucky. I admit my concern
is partially personal and biased as I've
lived at 307 North 12th .Street for 25
years.
Much of the media publicity relative
• -to this matter has stressed "foUr-
_liming" of-this -two- and three-lane-3M
.111. reality the .last design -on
exhibit showed fourlanes, plus a wide
center -median, plus rights-of-way that
'amount to a seven-lane affair or more.
The legal notice invited responses
relative to the social, economic, and
environmental effects of the proposed
- project, and I have some comments for
the record.
Many of the people. that will have
large amounts- of their property taken
are  net ,finandilly able to _relocate
unless the amounts paid for property
damage are extremely genenius. The
crease oThousing and property values
has been w great since many
of the residences were bulk that the
cost of relocation will be drastic.
This is not true of the land
speculators and real estate agents that
own property on 12th Street. These are
- social and economic problems for some
12th Street residents. _
Constructing a wide corridor Thi-ough 
not necessarily '
enhance the environment or make
travel more safe. Former police
reports have repeatedly shesen that an
• intersection on the four-lane section of
South 12th Street is our most famous
=spot-for accidents. -
1
children cross back and forth across
' this wider corridor more safely?
- I-do feel- we can look forward to one
environmental change - the east side
of Murray will become the "old side of
town" and west of the corridor the
rinew side of town."
. An item which seems sinful for
councils,- commissions, and now
"!coalitions" in Murray to consider is a
-- -system of One way streets or a by-pass
erttlif0W-M-urray to secure traffic
regulation. This is very strange, for any
city in Kentucky the size of Murray or
even smaller, that has tried to regulate
its vehicular traffic, has done so by
either one-way streets or by-passes or a
combination of the two. However, none
of them have resorted to a wide
corridor to split the city in two parts.
In addition, there is a movement on
-and a-public hearing scheduled to give
12th Street a business zone rating. This
will contribute .to  increased traffic to
businesses of • varieus kinds on the
Unless drastic changes are mitle in.
speed limits anal-traffic control
ow do we move traffic more ef- Respectfully yours,
'fectively from one shopping center to Wayne M. Williams
another? How do vehicles and school
il•-coR CARTER .„T)SiS
COAt- 61'RKE 1-Vs4 HVA
Ac -*i1IcAl, .
E ARAT 6 /
a
HEARTL1NE is a service for senior
street. liewever._Lam resigned to the.. eiri7ens. It purpose is to answer
fact that business interests and real questions and solve problems - fast. If
estate speculate' s will eventually effect—you have a question or a problem not-
the zone change. answered in these columns, write
Permanent residents on 12th Street HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton, St., West
have had to contend with the following Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
kinds of problems for several years: receive a prompt reply, but you must
businesses requesting spot zoning in a include a stamped, self-addressed
residential zone; absentee landlords; - envelope. The most useful replies will
reel estate agents,  ,en&_prepe.rt y printed in this column. _
speculators. HEARTLINE: My father is gob to
--Some have suggested-that-12th Street-- ---he 65 years' old in July of this year-. Re 
is the most valuable and desirable strip will be retiring and going an Social
of property in Kentucky. Security and Medicare. My father has a
--Thank you for the opportunity to heart problem that makes it necessary
express my opinion of this project and for him to go to the doctor quite
items related to it. Even though I op- frequently. I have read that Medicare is
pose this specific project, I'd rather live not adequate coverage for retired
ja-MurraY than anYwherniknowlor - people,- Yet; I do net-know-much about
jest abopt the best place on earth. - : purchasing a health ,Insurance policy
Disputes Recent Column
Dear Editor: ^
A recent Evans and Novak column
1Spublished in The Murray Ledger
Times Friday, Jan. 20) inaccurately
dels_crihetruleaPro_R03_e_he-c0wIril
-011-EziVIroffMtlittairthitditff-Orass —
Ale environenental hnpaets cil projeets_•-:
undeitaken by federal _agencies in
fofeign countriw. In partiegiar, the
column suggests that L'EQ's proposal
hicks legal justification, and wohld
impose U. S. environmental standards
on other nations, thus making "Uncle
Sam the environmental policeman of
the world."
This is flatly not true. Because your
readers' taxes finance so many U. S.
projects abroad, it seems to me they _
- haves right to better information
Let's start at the beginning. Within
our borders and beyond them we have
- seen, again and agaie,--the-indirect
environmental effects of well-intended
projects create havoc with a nation's
food supplies and its people's health.
--- -We- have seen, for example:
- In the Ryukyu Islands, the spread
TIM
of dysentery and of trachoma, an eye
disease, following the U.S. introduction
of piped, potable water.
- Th--Indonesia, the destruction of a
vital protein source when a pesticide
used by farmers to control rice pests
also killed fish in the paddies; and
In Egypt, a ten-fold surge in the
incidence of schistosomiasis - a
debilitating, sometimes fatal, disease
- following completion of the Russian-
financed Aswan Dam.
The underdeveloped nations to whom
. the bulk of our non-military asgistance
goes have A right to know when a
project they want might get them into
serious health, safety and en-
vironmental trouble. And our own
pragmatic self-interest- dictates that,
when our government engages in ac-
tivities abroad, we should help other
nations look beforo-they - or we -
leap. -
CEQ believes that such a lair is
required not Merely as a matter of
. prudence but also as a matter of law.
The National Environmental Policy Act
( NEPA) requires all federal agencies
to assess the potential environmental
impaets of their actions "significantly
affecting the quality of the human
environment." Several federal agen-
cies, committees of Congress, and
others support CEQ's view that NEpA--
protects the global environment and not
simply the government of the U.S. '
This duty to preptare environmental
assessment; does -not impose U.S.
environthentaritandards on other
countries. Foreign governments are
free to proceed with any project they
cheese no matter how bed .• en-
vironmentally, and U. S. agencies are
free to help them if economic or foreign
policy considerations SQ require.
Moreover, CEQ's -proposal -
reCognizei That- diplomatic and other
considerations can limit the amount of
information provided in the
assessments and can impose-a need for
confidentiality. We also recognize the-
'need to fake -into account the unique
competitive environment in which the
U. S.. ,Export-Import Bank must
operate. In short, CEQ's pcopoaal
charts a middle celurse between. am-
L2psing . the. rigor us envirenniental
assessmentrequirernentraichieh 'apply
at he and doing nothing about a,
derstanding their. health insurance,
Heartline has developed a book to help
them. "Heartline's Guide to Health
-insuraticeareemedicare" supplements
covers the major questions you will
have concerning the purchase of health
insurance. This book meters Medicare
supplements, disability income
policies,, and regualr insurance
policies. There is also Polley checklist
in this book which will help you in
asking quiestions to an insurance agent
that ealls-onyeu. Teorder; send e1.60 to
"Hear tline's Guide to Health
Insurance," P.O. Bee 11934, Chicago,
IL 40611. This book is completely
guaranteed. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I atn-ir-Wyetair-eld-
-widow. My husband pissed eirieifwo
years ago. I have been drawing Social
for someone on Medicare. Can you hap Seetwity widow's benefits ever since. In
me on this? C.J. the last year I have been seeing a
A. Many different insurance con- gentlemen quite frequently. We are
names have various types of Medicare tt.iinking,oy getting =anted. butthere
supprement insura epoflcIes. A is one tlik_gi that brothers meTi have
Ise -ffionping for this tie* of-policy- - heard that my Social Security benefits
can usually get web) pay any of the . will be reduced if I marry. Canyon tell
deductibles under the Medicare me about this? K.S.
program. Listed bekiw are the most
worsening problem.
R's natural that federal agencies with bamedisiccartYPese sup,:fleinecovnet7ge 
offered by
malor activities abroad should at first 1: t,ays the first oicee of your
resist the new reeponsibilities Proposed.
Averseas-bidicate---ta -2. -s - -
h 3taY p rt,'WhiCh t, 
.A.,,J$ I!t ered by.by CEQ. But past mistakes associaterit_madacaPicarai l
need 19r-a deeper U. & creieern for the ,g-.-daiY.frisitne ?theall.-61"17-$36sivirtrigrathe 9Oth
-
global environment., the CEQ p_roposal
day of-hospitalization.








teenegersZ Most national media_ . lumber thanyorwryfeakare
passed it on for truth.
picked up the false information and
plement pay all that is listed above.the
The latest edition, Jan. 78, of the Some supplements pay a few of these.
H. . reports states "the Instutute's 
I. I.
Very few, if any;pay all of them and aS . 
research in no may dealt with whether policy with all of the above offered
high school driver education courses do contain the coverage listed in numbers
or do not reduce the frequency or (1), (2), and (4), probably the most
severity of 16 and 17 year olds...further* important supplemental coverage. It
the Instutute's ,Work made no finding would also be wise to get one with the
-that driver education should be 
_ 
coverage listed in burn* (7), '
aWished...Indeed drivers education is For people who have problems un-
expected to reduce the fatal crash in-.
volvement of young drivers. ..it must be-
throughly researched to determine
whether improvements are possible
and the best way to implement this."
Unfortunately, this follow up report
did not get similar coverage as the
initial report. We are pleased that this
newspaper and other responsible media
accepts the responsibility to publish
this response. •
Marvin D. Mills





The Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club would like to express
appreciation for the coverage your
paper has given the Read-A-Thon. This
plan has served a two-fold purpose. The
money earied was given to the Ken-
tucky Association for Retarded Citizens
and will be returned to the Calloway
County Chapter. Also the boys and girls
were encouraged to read as they earned
this money.
We especially thank everyone,
parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles,
_neighbors and friends, that sponsored
the boys and girls who participated In
the Read-A-Thon. One hundred and
three children in grades three through
eight of the Murray _city Schools-earned
31368.00.
With your support, as well as that of
teachers, librarians and sieretaries in








A. Under the new Social Security tax
bill passed in December, 197/, a widow
or widower can remarry without
having their Social Security benefits
reduced. This regulation becomes
effeetive... 497__Ititaiso-peer- -nits
;reapplication. tiTah.iiien and women
whose denendent benelts were reduced
because of changes in their marital
1. Pays the Part "A" $72.00 deduc- slots.
tible per day while you are using your Therefore, any Widows and widowers_
do day life-time reserve. -- where social- Security benefits were
4. Pays so many dollars a day from reduced because ofremarriage, should
_ the 90th day enifor a certain number of apply- in January, 1979, to have their
days) in the hospital; benefits reinstated at- the previouf
• 5. Pays so many dollars a day from level.
-Abe first -day -of hospitalization above- ___HEARTLINE: I have _worked in .the
and apart from the deductibles. Railroad industry for most of my life. I
6. Pays the 660.00 deductible on your have heard from my employer that I
doctor and medical bills wnicn might be eligible for a supplemental
Maar- e Part "B" does not cover. -annuity from the Railroad Retirement
- - -LastNovernbef-Tviresearchers 7. Pays-20-per cent of the-reasonable ...Trogram. Can you tell me how to
for the I urance Institute for Highway 
7
es of your doctor and medical become eligible for this? Y. S.ns 
Safety concluded thal "Driver bills after your $60.00 deductible since A. In order for a Railroad employee
EducatiOliebntributed to the deaths of Medicare will only cover 80 per cent of to be eligible for a supplemental an-
the reasonalble charges. nuity, he or she must have a least 25
yeaWc:T2S4--inorithil fcièdltable _
Railroad service and a current con- -
nection with the Railroad industry on
his or her regular annuity beginning
date. Also, their regular annuity must
have been awarded after June 30, 1966,
and he or she must permanently
discontinue all Railroad work by their
_closing date, which is generally the last
day of the month following the month





REP. AL ULLMAN (Oreg. . .
(Chairman, -Committee on Ways and
Means) ". . . I am offering today a
welfare program (H. R. 10711) that is
workable. It is achievable. And we can
afford it...The president has offered a
plan in the spirit of welfare reform. But
we cannot afford to spend an extra 820
million 'without threatening general
economic recovery.. .
The administration has fallen into
an old trap. It is convinced that we can
make poor Americans happy and
secure by giving them a guaranteed
national income based on family size
and earnings...
"The bottom line of my program is
jobs-with heavy emphasis on putting -
people back to work in the private
sector. We must give the poor who can
work the greasteit possible incentives
to take a job...
"My bill rewards States for finding
private jops-especially for families
with both - parents - unern-..
ployed...Employers are given tax in-
centives fee hiring worker off the
welfare rolls...
-"Today the Nation has 50 different
welfare programs to help families with
dependent children. Why should a
singfe-grant family of four in Yonkers,
• N:Y., get $7,300 when the same. family
with the sansi income gets $2,700 in
Yazoo City, Miss?
.., "My plan sets fortnatiee r-d el standa
for to families with dependent
children (AFDC). It establishes a
national minimum payment and slowly
but surely closes the, benefits gap





in the- bill. . . The
program works. And it should
continu d..
"States, rather than the Federal
Government are given control over
Programs. The bill takes a tough ap-
proach to fraud and abuse...
"My welfare plan is essentially an
employment plan. It focuses on private
sector jobs. We do not have the money
or the experience to open up a million._.
new public jobs. The bill carries an
overall cost of less than half the
President's program. But more im-




'Rep. Ullman as .chaizman_ of the
Powerful Ways and /Means Committee
hasn thec. .lout and experience to get a
welfare reform programstarted in this
Congress. 
Bible Thought
.72.7d . halh in these last days
SPAM unto. us by his Son" Hebrew%
1:1
In' the Gospel record,. God s44 of .
.„ ./esillse 411115 IS my 
beloved Son, hear
'Nth!" „Have 11511-111drel.fiv-i- sossit4.
Fiat* Vou htseded itn-setce 
------ • •
Opinion Page




-Or-should I say that anything is
pothole-able?
The U. S. House of Representatives
last week allocated enough money to fill
a small Grand Canyon for a problem
that is wrecking the nation's suspension
systems - potholes. Most drivers know "-
what they are, those little pavement
pock marks. that mysteriously appear
on the roads this time of the year.
House backers of the bill say this
winter's weather has been a disastrous
effect on roads, creating what they call
"a pothole emergency."
The House bill allocates $250-million
for the problem and if It panes in the
Senate, the money will be salted away
in the Highway Trust Fund. (Now that
has an omnious sound about it. A
federal fund with the word "trust" in it
makes me suspicious.) If the Senate
eyes the nationwide chuckhole
problem the way the House does, the
money will be there for states to use as
they please on thoselseroua-pits of the _ Sgt, Mow B. bodtiii son of Mrs..
passageways. Med Locke of Aturrante-nowearring— -
Simple. Right? Wrong. - with the Air Force in the DMZ sone in
The federal government worts hi Korea.
mysterious ways. Even if the pot of Kim Smith, senior at Murray
pothole pennies is established, there University School, was winner of the
are--Wbncl to-be certain steps that an---Fiest--District--_American Legion
applicant for funds must go through to
. get the money 
.
breakers are notoriously deep. The tire
splitters have jagged edges. The road
hogs occupy most of the width of the
road. You can't swerve to avoid these.
You just brake and brace. Also,
reportedly there are giant potholes that
literally consume vehicles. There are
reports of vehicles disappearing in
these, although the reports are. un-
substantiated.
That takes care of my application.
The rest should come easily enough.
Let's hope this pothole plugging bill
gets through the Senate. Think-about it
the n-n-next t-t-time you a-a-a-a-re
driving down the i=r4--r4ad and hit-t-t-t
a pothole. Itli.he nice to settle 444_ _
darn things p-p-p-patched-d-d-d-d.
Looking Back
10 Years•Ago  
-
Oratorical contest held at the Graves
County courthouse, Mayfield. -'-
Hmnimmmnunm. Digging through • Death's reported include James;
my files here... let's see.- . here it is - Raymond Coleman and Lucian lok
a model application for federal pothole Gupton.
money.-Standarel Form 8676 Page 1. — - A • new exclusive sub-division,
Now. We fill in all the blanks. . . the Westwood, developed by J. W. and
applicant's name. Next comes the title Robert: Young and Lakeland; Inc.,
of the grant requested. How about 'Seated in the southweet part of Murray
Planned Pothole Patching Grant, Part is now open for sale of lots in the area.
I. That sounds catchy. Charles Arthur Black, son of Mr. and
Looking on down the application. . . Mrs. George Black, is now stationed at
Ah! . Here it is, "A Title and , Fort Campbell. He was iixducted into
Description of the Applicant's the Army in the February draft call
Project." That's the zonker folks.  . from Celloway County •
'There-ire three stepato.this section . 
- the survey, the-description of the 20 Ycari Ago
problem and the plan of action._ 
_ -
We'll have to conduct • zr'pothole --The Murray City Co.uncil on Feb. 26 -
survey. That won't be tough. we'll
have to do is jump in the Volkswagen
and drive down the street. The plan of
action is rather simple also. A little
asphalt, a shovel and a pickup truck
will do the trick.
But I must describe the problem.
Since the problem is not singular I must
break this down and describe each one
of these potholes individually. These
bureaucrats aren't dumb you know.
They can spot a faulty Planned Pothole
Patching Grant Application a mile
away. In high school basketball games
New, the pothole description. First, South Marshall beat Murray High, 
there are the itty-bitty boogers that Lynn Grove beat Murray Training, and
,
•
buriv_yeu a little as you drive down the Fancy Farm beat Almo. High scorers' • 
Wread..._11sey're hardly noheeaWn were Marthis Toth -27.1or South Mar-*
hit them with a slight thud. shall. Pugh with 14 for Murray High, '
Next come the larger head shakers. Warren with 27 for Lynn Grove, Rogers.
These are somewhat larger. A small with 24 for Murray Training, Dalton,'
tire will fit in them. You can avoid with 30 for Fancy Firm, and Lovett -
these. But if you do hit on the impact is with 16 for Almo.
enough to shake your head, a little.
Now we come to the head bangers.
These are the ones that accommodate
one large tire with rciom to spare.
Imagine this in slow motion: You are
tooling down the road. You see the
pothole and because of oncoming traffic
can't ,swerve to avoid it. Slow motion
now. The tire slowly drops into the hole.
Inside the car, the body slowly rises
upward and the head slowly eases into
the roof of the car. The driver's glasses
leave his head and he slowly lurches
forward. End of slow motion. _
Next we have the multiple action
pothole. This is the pothole-after-
pothole-after-pothole pothole. It
reminds one of driving over a series of
slow-speed pavement humps. These are
the kind that bounce you away from the
driver's side, over the passenger's side,
and if it is springtime, out the
passenger's window.
And there are others. The axle
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns - and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the' purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinforiated articles to. only thote
which parrallet the editeeiel
philosophy of this -newspaper would-
be a disservice to Air readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
--stand -or the-ideas pi enetited ey_an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on tW-particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same (liken, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a. reader feels that tile issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcomeea letter to the editor or:,
an authored article on whatever that
_topie -
.4404,•••• 
pledged their full support to the Murray
Chamber of Commerce in their efforts'
to acquire more industry for the city.
Pvt. Taz Meredith Rogers, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Tax Rogers, is serving with
the Army in Bayreauth, Germany.
Deaths reported include Porter
Ferguson,- age 75.
L. D. Miller, executive seavtary
the Murray Chamber of Commerce;'
spoke on the Clarks River Watershed'
Project at the meeting of the Murray
Lions Club held at Kirksey High School.
-30 Years Ago-
Robert Carlton, a G/ senior at
Murray State College whose home is on
a-farm near Murray, received first
prize in the MSC Oratorical Contest, p
held Feb. 25 in the Little Chapel. HO,
spoke on "Skulls Are White." •
Deaths reports include W. D. (Dow) „
Moore, age 62.
Murray State College will become
headquarters for the Kentucky Corn- --
_mittee of the American Dialect Society;.
according to Dr. Herbert Halpert, head
of Murray's Department of Languages
ind Literature, who was recently
named Kentucky chairman- of the -
organization.--
TheSwariTMCery Company opened
today in their new building on South
Fourth Street.
Founders Day was observed Feb. 19
by the Hazel High School Patent-
Teacher Association with Mrs t Paul
Dailey, Mrs. J. R. Taylor, Mrs. B. B.
Hurt, Mrs. L. J. Pearly Byars,
Marcel' Langston, barbara Outland, _
Betty Wilcox, Frances White, Mrs. Bob
GaMrs. Hobson Shrader, and Mrs:.
J. H. Herning presenting the program.,
Maircry Ledger & Times .
Publisher Walter L. Appeirson
FAtor , Gene McCidcbeen -
The Murray 'ledger & Times Is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 1, Christ- •
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray, Newspapers, Inc., 103 N 44h Si-.
Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
-Mirror. Ay -4209t  
-- amount= RATES! 'Waif/0i Served by
earners, $2.50 per month, payable in advance.
By' Mill in Callowayko' unty and to Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farrnmgton, Ky . and
Paris, &ichanan net Mower, Tn.. $17 SO per
year. By mail to other destinations, $332.50 pa.
year.
. Member of Agiociated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
Ledger & Times as weU as all other AP news.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Business Office  753-I9k
Classified Advertising..  . 71141tHI
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Government Looks At Urban Inflation
Ky. Soft Drink Association Pushes Anti-Litter Measure
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - House Bill 253 -focuses on it wOuld BEMS!. wholesalers Prareada- That revenue, fund adminigroped byttiostate
The Kintuelt) Soft Drink 'bottles and cans only at part of items likely to becomelitter expected
 to beabout $2 million Department for Natural
Association has mounted an of the broad litter picture. 3 cents per $100 of gross a-
year, would go into a special Resources and Environmental
all-out campaign to pass a 
comprehensive anti-litter bill.
One of the casualties of the




The Soft Drink Association,
one of the special interest
groups most strongly opposed
to the bottle bill, which would
require--a-Aegeeik-on7
beverage containers, paid for
full page advertisements that
ran in several of the states
daily newspapers last week.
"What's happening to our
old_ Kentucky home?" the
inch-high type asked. "Sup-
port House Bill 253, the
Kentucky_ Litter and
Beautification Act, "the ad
said.
The proposed bottle bill is
not an adequate solution tathe
litter problem, it said.
• The Soft Drink Association
also was responsible . for
importing a Solid waste
disposal expert from the state
of Washington to Frankfort for
a hearing on the bottle bill a
-feW weeks ago.
_ The expert witness testified
before the Senate Committee
on Judiciary-Statutes that the -
bottle bill would only solve a
small part of the litter
problem, while the House
litter bill, modeled after the
Washington plan, would be a
-better' -Way to 'solVe-the total
problem.
- The sponsors of both pieces
of legislation say there's ne
reason that the fCvo bills can'
_passed as their piwposAs do
not conflict.
House Bill 253 "deals with
the simple question of what do
you do with litter once it
becomes litter," said Sen.
John Berry, 1)-New Castle,
sponsor of the bottle bill. "The





Cynthiana, sponsor of the
• House anti-litter -measure,
said he would like to see his -
legislation pass, but thinks-
there's room for the bottle bill
too. --
Although it does not ban
disposable containers, the
bottle bill imposes. a clear






Ttie- Calloway County Ex-
tension Service is sponsoring
four educational meetings
that will benefit the farmers
and interested persons here in
Calloway Countl according to
extension agent Ted Howard.
The first meeting will take
place February 24, 7 p.m. This
meeting will concern tobacco
growers. George Everett will
discuss the production and
outlook on tobacco.
The second meeting will
take place March 2, 7 p.m.
This meeting will concern
grain farmers. Three
specialists from the
University of Kentucky will
speak on this topic.
The third will take place
March 7, 7 p.m. This concerns
all farmers in Calloway
County that want to be cer-
tified so that they may-pur-
chase and use restricted
pesticides.
The fourth and final meeting
will be March 8, 7:30 p.m. This
meeting will concern dairy
farmers. Dr. Lance and Dr.
Olson, University of Kentucky
dairy specialists will be the
featured speakers.
All meetings will take place
at the Western Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. ' Anyone having








3nd regWar . dispiay,
must be submitted




submitted by 12 noon
the da . before
DUDIIC . • •
11
Protection to educate the
public north litter and to pay
for distribution of litter bags
to motorists and boaters, and
placement of trash cans in
high litter areas.
• Items to be assessed under




magazines, metal, plastic and
paper containers, tires, pet
foods and toiletries. _
The House measure .was
reported out of the House
Appropriations and Revenue
Cammluee Friday, where one
member noted that costs of
the assessment would
probably be passed along to
the consumer.
The bottle bill is stalled in
the Senate commiltee, and
Berry's attempts to force- a




Goodyear Service Stores will be closed all day Tuesday, Mardh7
I-IURRY! QUANTITIES LIMITED! open again and stay open till 9:00 P.M. so you can save on
for inventory. On Wednesday morning, March!), our doors will be
hundreds of bargaig,s like the ones listed here. Come early...













a A7*:13 4 Ply Polyester, Black 831.00 $1.72
2 ' F78t14 4 Ply Polyester, NI" $3010
2 F78:15 4 Fry Polyester„ Black $31.00
6 56015 4 Ply Polyester. NW $24.00 $1.61
5 G71115 4 Ply Polyester, NW $35.50
12 L78:15, 4 










































Plus F E T
No Teed* Needed






















- '3 - • - MR78:15' - Steel Betted - VOW- $919
4 LR78:15 Polyglas Belted $40.00• $3.17
6 HR78:16
"
6 Ply Lightruck $41.00
4 "895114
_
" ' . 4 'Ply Polyester $25.00 $2.17
1 A60:13 RWL Polyester $20.00 $1.95








4 FR78:15 ' Steel Belted
.-
914.00 $2.51
4 HR78:14 Steel Belted $56.00 8196
5 10215 Light mier RWL $50.00 ' $4.09
4 875:16.5 Camper Tires $65.00 $425
4 J78:15 Polyglas Belted ' $34.65 $2.96
4 G78:15 • Polyglas Belted $32.00 , ,, $2.78
-.
All tires not available at all stores. Call for your size.
NO-HASSLE AUTO SERVICE
Lube& 1588
Oil Change of major brand
10/30 grade oil
• Complete chassis lublocation and oil change • Helps
ensure long wearing parts and smooth, quiet performance
• Includes light trucks






2-Wheel Front Disc: • Install new rront disc brake pads • Re-
pack and inspect front wheel bearings • Inspect calipers, hy-
draulic system and rotors (does not include fear wheels)
OR
4.Whaal Drum-type: • Install new brake linings all lour wheels
• Repack front wheel bearings • Inspect drums and brake hy-
draulic systems, add fluid
Front-End $1388




• Complete analysis and alignment correct,ori-to increase
ire mileage and improve steering • Precision equipment.





Tune- UP Price includes Parts and labora
Add 6.2 00 for
air conditioning
• Our mechanics electronically fine-tune your engine •
New points, plugs and condenser • Test charging/starting
systems, time engine, adjust carburetor • Helps maintain
a smooth running engine • Includes Datsun, Toyota. VW
and light trucks Cars with electronic ignition $4 less
10-






• 13.6 cu. ft.
total capacity









12 Cu. Ft. White $279.00
16 Cu. Ft. Ave. $429.00
16 Cu. Ft. White $439.00
21 Cu. Ft. Almond $849.00
22 Cu. Ft. Ave. $999.00






• 3 water level
selections




1 16th. HD HG Washer
1 16 Lb. HD Ave. Washer
1 18 Lb. HD Almond Washer
1 18 lb. HD Almonnryer
1 • 16 tb. HD Aro. Dryer
2 Used Dryers As Is
SAVE ON TV
SCULPTURErm II TV. THE COLORFUL
















2 25" Console GE Color $699.00
2 19" Portable GE Color $369.00
1 13" Portable GE Color $299.00
1 15" Portable GE B W $119.00
1 10" Portable GE B W $109.00
1 9" Portable GE B W $88.00
SAVE ON STEREO










Zenith Console Stereo ;249.00
Sound Design Stereo ;295.00
25" GE Color TV $350.00








2 8 Tr. Tape w/ 2 speakers $69.00
1 8 Tr. Tape AM/FM 8. Changer $259.00
1 8 Tr. Tape AM/FM 8. Record $279.00
1 Sound Design Console $319.00
1 Sound Design Cons. W/Record$379.00




3 12 Ca. Ft. GE
1 15 Cu. Ft. GE
1 8 Cv. Ft. GE Chest









Cragar • E-T •
Motor Wheel
Wide Selection of Sizes
Ouantities Limited'
Just Say 'Charge It'
Goodyear Revolving
Charge Account .
• Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmericard • American Express Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
GOODliTAR Card
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
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ONE WAY TO DO IT - Gam Lockhart of As
way to stop Carl Crowloy (25) of the




- • 1111011-ANO OP Rawly -IliCalloo (IS) if lakors-drivos
wads, ood pots op two of his gamo-bigh It points in the victory
mar Carlisle Cassity Sato:day.
tk.
TRYING FOR THE CHARGE - Ronnie Nelson (41) of Carlisle
County is already going back and heading toward the floor as
be tries to drew a charging foul on the Lakers' Jimmy Lamb
(41) who is driving to the hoop.
(Stuff Flews by Ravin Palmist)
New in your
neighborhood?
And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will, too.





Ledger & Times Sports Nriter
"This is our most cherished
victory." said Calloway coach
Clayton Hargrove after the
Lakers smashed the Carlisle
 County Comets 66-52_ Siugday
_ Calloway was eager for a
chance at Carlisle on home
ground after being defeated
by the Comets in overtime by
four points, at Carlisle before
Christmas.
. The Lakers needed this
game to prepare them for
,tournament action ag,ainst
Marshall County Thursday
:night. Calloway players were
experiencing a slump which
was apparently cured by the
contest with Carlisle. _
Senior Daryl Bushrod got
back in stride with 20
rebounds and 12 points for
Calloway. Randy McCallort
spearheaded the Lakers at-
tack with 19 points and was
assisted by Glenn Olive who
had one of the best games of
-his career .with-17 -Locofiats- 444,
six rebounds. -
Olive hit nine at I free
throws in the contest. Four of
the nine came in the last
quarter when Carlisle Coach
Robert Slone drew a technical
as he heatedly discussed a call
..with.one of the referees. Olive
cooly tossed in all four shots to
lengthen the Laker lead to 52-
43.
shot on a technical foul this
year. •
Jimmy Lamb also scored in
double figures with 11 points
and 15 big rebounds and-Gene
Lockhart was hot on the
boards with 10 rebounds. The
takers outrebounded Carlisle
67-37. Carlisle played Chuck
Hayden was the only one of the
Comets to rebound in double
itgatcas with 14 rebounds.
"Due to .the -fact that this
was an emotional game for the
team, they didn't hit well but
they showed poiSe and
rebounded well." said Coach
Hargrove. "I really feel that
our strong bench- helped us
blocked Carlisle's shots we-
derneath
With 3:59 left in the game
and Calloway leading at 48-43,
a technical was called on the
Carlisle coach. Olive hit all
four shots awarded Calloway
to put the icing on the eake or
rather the topping on the pie
that the Laker team members
ate in the locker room after
the game in the victory
celebration.
It was sheer delight for
Coach Hargove as his team
win." he added. - contioued to streatch their
The Lakers were not up to 'read. It was agony for Carlisle
par for the first• quarter of Coach Slone -while his team
action as Carlisle seemed to struggled to keep up. with the
dominate the- boards racing Letters as Calloway
Calloway moved slowly and fans chided him with the
handled the ball less skillfully chant, "Hang it up Slone" Lockhart
111,414=they usuallvdor The--Hang-it up." Totals
Comets were leading at the The last point went to cliartsity
end to the quarter at 16-14. -Callway when a foul wag preimungry
called against Carlisle just as
The second quarter was a the buzzer sounded. Ricky
little better. Although the Garland went to the line for
scoring was low the action wasathe_htikers with triple zeros
swift and fierce. The Lakers showing on the clock and hit
were beginning to come to life the first of two free throws
-theY -- 7.--t--TwCarlisle's players left-halftime 22-24.
Action was hrg and heavy 
the court. The final store:
Calloway 66, the Comets 52. --the third quarter as Calloway
poured it on and scored 18
points and held the burned Out
Comets to 13. The Calloway
team was showing it's true
color when the quarter ended
with the Loiters leading at 40-
137,
The' Lakers started to
The victory was made
doubly sweet by the junior
varsity's 43-36 drubbing of the
Comets in the preliminary
game. The J. V.slost to
Carlisle by 34 pointi before
Christmas. The J. V.s end the
season with an 8-7 record. The
super team effort made them.1._ "This is a perfect way for
invincible to the Comets' to end the season and now are •
defense and offense as the shot ready for the tournament. We
from all over the court and wanted this game and we went
ota and got it .in the last
Quarter." .said Coach
Hargrove.
''We appreciate all of the
support that the fans have
given us this year. I encourage
all the fans to come the
tournament Thursday night
and give us their support." he
added.
cSan
Haydea  2 it
Nelson, G 4 $ 5 16
Crowiey 0 4, 0 4
Nelson, ft.SCSI   
Totals IS 20 II 52
Calleseep OWL
ft pf tp
......... 0 3 17
Mt-Can' 7 3 3 19
Banhand 6 0 4 12
Limb. 4 1 4 11
1 0 4 2
*134
14 10 30 16
15 9 13 15-52
14 8 ii —46
Calloway , 43-311
CLEARING OUT - Everyone clears mot of Hie Ism as Daryl
Bushrod (43) of tits Whirs plows through. Glen Olive (33) of
the Laker: starts to back away while Ronnie Nelson (41) of the
Comets ducks and Tint Wilson (33) stands a bit away from the
IStel Photos hylaw., Ponsch
Murray State Tennis
Takes Fourth At EKU
One thing Bennie Purcell
can claim, it took the best to
_beat hitchlurray State tennis
-team.
The Racer netters opened
their season this past weekend
Eastern -Kenttick-y-
-Isivitational and placed fourth
out of a field of eight. But with
a little luck of the draw, the
Racers would have probably
ended up third.
UK won the team title with
47 points then came Miami of
Ohio with 41. :Western
Michigan was third with 20
Atig...ths...Racers were fourth
wtth 12. Other scores were
Eastern Kentucky 11, Indiana
State 2, Illinois State 2 and
Western Kentucky did not
score.
Foreman Plans To Keep




King is spending a small
fortune in long-distance
telephone bills trying to lure
former heavyweight cham-
pion George Foreman out of
retirement.
While AT&T stock soars,
King believes he is making
some progress. He is waiting
for some divine signal - the
same sort of sign that forced
Foreman to lay his boxing
gloves down and pick up a
Bible.
''George Foreman is the one
man that can rejuvenate the
heavyweight division now that
Muhammad Ali has been
beaten," King says.
"Before All lost to Spinks I
had a strange dream. I
dreamt that Foreman
returned to boxing. I jumped
straight up inThed. I went
immediately to the telephone.
I've been talking to George
ever since.
"At first, he was reluctant
even to talk about it. Then
after All lost and I began using
some persuasive language, he
showed some signs of bending.
It isn't easy. George is a
deeply committed born-again
Christian. He must convince
himself it is the right thing to
do."
King, the reformed ex-
convict who promoted multi-
million-dollar fights in
Caracas, Zaire, Kuala
Lampur and the Philippines,
said Foreman even had made
a trip to New York in recent
weeks to discuss the matter.




Mel Purcell just missed
making into the main draw of
the National Indoor Cham-
pionships at Memphis.
Purcell, • who won a
qualifying tournament to get
into another qualifying
tournament, needed just one
more win to get into the main
tourney draw of 32 and play
against the top professionals
in the world.
But Purcell lost 6-3 and 6-4 to
Memphis pro Mike Cahill. Had
Purcell won, he would have
-.•«playesi-Manuel Orontes in the
first
•
they .sat aroOtd in King's
luxurious East Side town
house and talked for hours
The conversitielii went
something like this: _
Foreman: "I am through
with fighting. I got a new
mission. I am now working for
the Lord."
King: "That's good, George.
I am all for that. But have you
thought how much a bigger
forum you would have if yop
were the heavyweight
champion? You could reach
out to millions."
Foreman: "You think so"
King: "Sure, who has a
Mexico City. Everybody
remembers that." •
Foreman: "I've done my
work in the ring. Now I want to
help all the underprivileged
who need encouragement and
strength. But I'll think about
it."
King said Foreman quoted
scriptures and he himself
drew on the Biblical




won the heavyweight craWn in
January, 1973, in KinOton,
bigger forum than the Jamaica, at age 24 by -A&ring
heavyweight champion? Loeirp Joe Frazier six times before
at Muhammad Ali. He became stopping the champion in 1:35
the most recognizable figure of the second round. He lost
on earth."
Foreman: "But I just feel
like I couldn't hit anybody any
more."
King: "You must convince
yourself that it isn't violent or
cruel. It is just a sport."
Foreman: "Maybe so. But
It's something I got to think
about."
king: "Remem,txk, George.
you represent a symbol in
America. It was you who,
when patriotism was getting a
black eye because of the
Vietam War, waved the
American flag in the ring after
winning the Olympics in
the crown to Ali's notorious
''rope-a-dope" strategy in
Zaire Oct. 1,1975.
It was after dropping a 12-
round decision to Jimmy
Young last March 18 in Puerto
Rico that Foreman,
recovering in his dressing
room, received what he called
a "lightning message from
God."
"I looked at my hands and
there was blood," he recalled.
'`I looked at my feet and there
was blood. Just where Jesus
bled. I died. I died for God.
Then I got life as a new
creature to live for God."
SECOND IN STATE - David Randolph, a fifth grader at
Murray Middle School, placed woad in Hi. KenhockY-West
Virginia District competition of the TrI-Star laskotboll Skills
Tournament...hold last weekend in latigisft aseetitiLfiri-- p,fa in the 11-year-old
In five of the six singles
matches and in two of the
three doubles matches, it took
the tournament champions to
knock Murray State out of
competition.
In four of the six singles
matches, Murray won in the
first round and in each of the
four second round matches,
the Racers drew Kentucky.
Here are the results', of the
tourney:
number one singles -
Murray's Ragnai Felix reit
into top-seeded Steve Alger of
Eastern Kentucky and lost 6-1
and 6-2. Aleger went on to win
the championship.
number two singles - Chris
Leonard of the Racers
defeated Chris Herden of
Eastern Kentucky in the first
round, 7-5 and 7-5. But in the
second round, Leonard ran
into Jack Webb of UK and lost
6-3 and 7-5. Webb went on to
_ ,WiD the tourney title,
number three singles -
Roger Berthiaume of the
Racers lost in the first round
Bailey-Keiffer of Miami of
Ohio, two and two. They went
oh to Win the doubles title at .
two.
number three doubles - Jan
Soegaard and Mike Costigan
Ohio 6-3 and 6-2. O'Neal went
on to win the tourney title.
number four singles - The
Racers' Jan Soegaard won 674
and 6-1 over Tom Mitchell of
Western Michigan in the first
round but in the second round,-
went up against Lyndell
Pickett of Kentucky and lost 7-
5 and &.3. Pickett went on-la..
win the championship at
number four.
number five singles - Jeff
Leeper of the litacers won 6-2
and 6-2 in the first round over
Mark Nichols of .Western
Kentucky but in the second
round, fell 7-6 and 6-3 to Scott
Webb of UK. Webb went on to
win the title at five.
number six singles - Tom
Lie of the Racers, the
defending OVC title holder at
six, won 6-1 and 6-3 in the first
round over Ron Tipton of
Western Kentucky but lost 6-3
and 6-2 in the second round to
Mike Lachapelle of UK.
La_chapelle lost in the finals.
number one doubles -
Ragnar Felix and Tom Lie of
the Racers lost 6-2 and 6-3 in
the first round to Buck-
Lerham of Western Michigan.
number two doubles - Chris
Leonard and Jeff Leeper of
the Racers won 2-6, 6-2 and 6-1
in the first round ever Briscoe-
Welchof Indiana State but in
the 'second round, lost to
in the first round_ever
Blomgien-Pendleton of
Illinois State but in the second
round, lost to eventual
champions Webb-Lachapelle_:
of UK, 6-2 and 6-2.
"We're quite pleased with'
the way we played at thel-- -
tournament," Purcell Said,
of the schools &Lille-. -
tournament, except us, had
access to indoor practice
facilities so it was a good
experience for us to actually
get in some matches," Purcell
added.
The Racers, who will hope
for some warm weather so
they can practice on the
outdoor courts which have
now shed their snow blanket,
will be idle until they play at
March 10 at Memphis State.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Svbscribars who Wye set
rscsivad tbsir 1001111411••Marewil
copy of The Norm tedpr
Ti... jay -240 FA*: 010411011-
64day et by 2s3i1p. s. se few-
daps ere tweed fe sell 751.1/14
Whims, 540 p. end 6 p.m.,
Maw*/ -Friday, sr 3:30 p.m.
end 4p. im. Saturdays, fit 1111111“
dttlivowy of tie newspaper. Calls
OP Wit 611 pieced by 6 p.m. week-
earl or 4 p.m. Satanbeys re
geserarte• delivery.
Re-Opening





Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
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LOW In Style,
MSU Wins Over Austin Pe
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Jackie Overton stood beside
her husband outside the
Murray State University
dressing room. People walked
by and offered their
.orlgIdtutdtTOflS to 0, vrtun .we
after he ended his coaching
career on a winning note, his
team edging Austin Peay 85-84
in the MSU Sports Arena
Saturday night.
"It's ironic. That's where
we started and that's where
ended it," said- A4r-8.
THE HOOK - Big Danny Jarrett fires up two points on this
turii-nrsived Wok shot while Phil Mayo (40) and Otis Howard
(45) watch the shot go up and Skeeter Whoa (42)1s beside for
the rebound.
(Staff Kepler by Alike frandea)'
SOMEBODY HELP - Mike Muff of the Racers stands with
the bell and looks around for some help as he's cut off from
driving to the basket as Norris Randall, a cousin to John Roif
doll of the Racers, has the path blocked.
Overton, with a smile as she
stood beside her husband.
"Oh, I didn't give it much
thought really," the retiring
coach added, reflecting on the
victory over his alma mater,
the first win over the Peay in
nine tries for Overton.
While his immediate
thoughts were for his players,.
Overton was also quick to add
a plug for his next job, a
position with Top Rank
Promotions.
"I'll be in a position to still
help. Murray State and I hope
I'll be able tolielp some of our
fine young men in the future.
rin.going to be out-on,theroad
recruiting actively in the next
few weeks and I want to help
this program as much as
rooeihliN" he Added
As for 'helping his players,
he's already began to help
one. Senior Mike Muff an-
nounced he will sign Overton
to act as his agent. Muff, who
...scored.33 points and played-a -
major role in the victory over
Austin Peay, perhaps sum-
med everything up best
"This is the way it should
have been all year us on top
by one or two instead of being
down by one or two," said
Atuff, who wound up with 1,094
points in two seasons at MSU
and ranks 11th on the all-time
Racer scoring list: •
"It was really a gOodwin for
us. Everybody went out and














,send Coach Ctyerion out With a.
win against his old school. rm
sure it meant a lot to him," ,
Muff added.
It was a glorifying win and a
perfect ending for a terribly
frustrating season that ended
with the Racers finishing ft-17
overall and 4-10 in the league.
And of those 10 league losses,
three were by one point, two
were by two points and three -
were by three points.
Everybody did something
good to help in the win.
Skeeter Wilson, a 6-4 senior
who had been sidelined with
an injury, provided what was
the winning points of the game
when he made two free throws
with 11 seconds left for an 85-
82 Racer lead.
Junior forward John
Randall, who missed. a month
because of a suspension then
broke a hand and missed three
more weeks, made a sen-
sational play by firing a
length-of-the-court pass to
Allift.W._hitScore4.411a laYUP f0
an insurmountable 81-76 lead
with a minute and a half left in
the contest.
Junior guard Bobo Jackson,
who improved with each
game, handled the ball very
well against a tenacious
Austin Peay pressure defense
and Jackson had several
sparkling assists in the game.
Freshman David Lowry
started and played nejr,-
flawlessly at the point'
freshman Robert Kelly came
off the bench to score four big
points in the first half.
But it was the seniors who
made magic. And the man
with the wand was Muff.
Time and time again, Muff
powered inside and viciously
attacked the offensive boards.
And yet, he was gentle. His
outside shooting touch was as
soft as anyone's.
Muff-had 12 points in the
fltst half as the Racers trailed
40-38 in what was not only an
exciting but also a very-well
played game. But in the
second half, he put on a show.
_**Mike was a yeoman on the
boards. Boy; he really looked
like a pro player o-ut there,"
Overton said. "And Otis
Howard looked like a pro
player too. Man, that guy is
some kind of a ballplayer,"
Overton added.
Dr. 0. finished with 30
points, including, several
impressive slam dunks and
some outside ,shooting that
was evea-mare. impressive.
Down the stretch, the two
teams hit almost everything
they threw at the goal.
Murray moved in front fa-R9
when Muff scored on a layup
of a rebound at the 11:17
mark. -Austin Peay-never led
again but never trailed by
more than five points.
Resides Muff, there were
two more seniors who were
brilliant. Danny Jarrett, the 6-
11 center, played less than half
the game because of foul
trouhir bpt he...piW[:11v made_
believers out of people.
Jarrett was phenomonal when
he was in the game.
Playing confidently and
with his heart, head and
hands', held all she of his field --
goal attempts, :including two
hook shots, and finished with
12 points.
_ go. through., college agaip.,"
Overton quipped. -He's-
definitely got a shot at playing
professional ball somewhere.
He got:better with every game
he Played.
-The only thing he needs to
-learn is not to leave his feet on
defense. He lives in foul
trouble. I just wish we could
go' back and start the season
over again and have Danny
playing at the level he is now.
-After this one, I think I
might re-apply for the
coaching job," Overton
quipped. "Do you know who I
am. supposed to send my
application to?"
-I don't want to take all the
credit but one thing I really
felt made a difference in this
game was that I-Saved of
our timeouts until the end," he
There was one point" where
saving the timeouts may have
saved the Racers. Murray led
77-75 arittalla left in the _game
and Overton took a timeout.
The Racers stalled and
worked-the clock down to 1:32
and the ball went inside to
Jarrett.
The big man spun. around
and softly tossed in a hook shot
for a 79-76 lead then seconds
later, R4nd.all -stolhe ball
and fired the long passto Muff
fay the crippIP to up the 'mato_
five.
Jarrett fouled out with 1:08
left on the clock and received
a minute-long ovation from
the largest crowd of the
season.
And then there was Jimmy
Warren. Old faithh3/41. Since the
first of the ople just
Warren tired up. a_ 5110, it,
- would betwo-Tioinis,-
Warren was Alias absolute
best, knocking in eight of 13
shots from downtown and
closing his brilliant career
VICTORY SIGN - Donny Jarrett gives either the pence sign
or "v" for victory sign as he has two fingers extended on this
power move to the basket. Jarrett hit 611 six shots and had 12
points in his final Racer game
• ORESNITED WITH PLAQUE - Retiring :pesos information director Jes Teas Erwin (left) was
presented with o plops, for his 21 yours of service to MSU Saturday. hesitating the planes is ac-
ting athletic director *nay Insipen. - 3%. . -
(Stift Nemo by Mae kandemy
-
with 18 points.
Leading-IMO with Just 32
seconds left, the Racers had
been staggered by four con-
secutive Austin Peay points
but Warren went to the line
and calmly hit the two free
throwsfor the 83-80 lead. Then
Norris Randall, a cousin of
John Randall, knocked in a 15-
footer for the Governors with
just 25 seconds left but Wilson
ended it with his two free
throws the 11-second mark
of the g e.
"We really got after them
defenisvely. We did a super
job of mixing our defense,"
..Overton said. "We used A
man-to-man, a 1-3-1 trap and a
2-3 zone. And we had good
mileage out of all of them. The
key for us was,staying ahead.
"I've had four great years
here and I just want everyone
to know how much I ap-
preciate what they've done for
me and for the kids. My only
regret is that We didn't win
enough games to satisfy
everyone, including the
-coach," Overton added.
It was emotional in the
dressing- Thom als- 
went around to each of his
players, shook hands with
them and then made a short
speech. Afterwards, Overton
w.As greeted watt applause
gs from his play
then walked out for this meet
the press session.
All of - the players
congra a ed each other.
Muffr sitting en. y ,leather
dressing bench and un-
winding, leaned back and with
a business-like look, said: "I
want to thank everybody here
for being, so nice to me. I will
never forget the people of
Murray." - -
The people of Murray won't
forget Mike Muff either.
Ass& hay
fe-fea fl-fte rb iIP
Howard 1342 4140 4 3 30
Randall 6-11 4-4 4 2 16
Mayo 44 1-1 6 5 9
Pagan 3-7 1-2 2 I 7
Jackson 64 1-1 I 3 13
Barney 14 2-2 3 2 4
Mason 2-3 1-2 1 0 5
Totals 3443 16-22 27 16 111
Kerrey Sm.
fg-fga ft-ft% rb pf fp
Wilson 24 2-2 7 3 6
Muff 13-213.4 7 233
Jarrett 64 64 5 5 12
Warren 643 24 2 2 111
Lowry 1-2 0-0 0 0 2
Kelly 2-2 04 1 0 4
Thlrdkill 1-4 04 1 0 2
Randall 2-4 H I 3 4
Totals 3942 7-9 33 II M




Eric Heidan of Madison Wis.,
defended his title in the Mens'
World All-Around Speed-
skating championship as he
chalked up victories in the 500-
, 1,506-and 5,000-meter events.
It was Heidan's sixth world
title in the last 55 weeks:
UM MIMI= IMAM ...
PAINWItt, Wide. tank Aid °votes wens 4s-
11is andence inensents after MI ended hhtenehieg carer is *
Mail mote es his bars Woad Ass* Pim $544.
OFFENSIVE PUTBACK — Mike Muff of the Racers goes up
with on offensive rebound and puts the ball bock in the basket
for two of his game-high 33 points. Watching are Norris Ron-
an (44) and Shirai' Nonage Jackson (14).
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
-a
THINK WARM
ENJOY Fun at Murray's Finest RECREATIONAL
Facility
UMITED New Memberships for 1978 Available -





Lights For Night Play
Dressing & Restrooms
Olympic Size Pool With
1 & 3 Meter Diving Boards
Kiddie Pool
Modern Bathouse with Lockers
Exercise Equipment
Sauna & Whirlpool
Membership Fees Based Upon Activities You Want To Use
Example: Family Swim Season- $130.00 per cyr.
Easy Payment Plan For initiation & Season Fees
COME OUTAND LOOK US OVER
4111115Min
,


















We'll tell you what class is, whether you agree or not,
whether you like it or not. Class is pride.
Murray wasjlaying terrible haRkeinnll hack on Decem,
ber 12 when they lost to Mississippi College. And then,
Racer coach Fred Overton suspended three of his
players.. .John Randall, Bobo Jackson and Lenny Barber.
Barber got back for one game, played a minute and tran-
sferred to a small college in Indiana. Randall and Jackson
stuck it out and it's that class we will talk about.
For a month, both were out of the picture. Everybody who
knew John Handal knew he'd come back. But few people
knew Bobo Jicksoru-MitTeirTpeopli knew his talenteither.
Randall came back. And in his second game, broke his
hand. But it didn't break his spirit. He was there, cheering
everyone else on and in Overton's own words, helping coach
by yelling instructions to the players.
But Bo. A player of lesser character might have said to
heck with it. Bo isn't that far away from getting his degree.
Jackson, a quiet and soft-spoken person, has had such a
frustrating season it's almost impossible to understand.
You see, when Bobo came here from North Carolina
State, he had to sit out a season. It takes a while to get back
into the actual feel of playing a game. And, he was always
under pressure 
Because he played for NC State and even started in some
games, we all thought Bobo would come in and tear up the
(NC. Well. he didn't_ in the first few games and a lot of
people got down on him. Then came the suspension and it
 looked like the end.
But Bobo stuck with it. He came back and played better
with each game and those of us who know Bobo are looking
forward to next season. And if John Randall stays healthy,
those two could really be exciting. Johnnie Thirdkill was off
and on all season but he has the talent. Robert Kelly is back,
so is David Lowry and Tom Leffler. And, Darrell Willett
will be back after being red-shirted this season.
Murray should have a good recruitirtglear because quite-- -
simply, a lot of the recruits know they will have the op-
portunity to come in here and play .a lot of ball. If they go 
elsewhere, they might ride the bench.
- -What-about Murray's chances of any players going pr?
Ira quite likely several could play pro ball somewhere.
--Muff has been looked at by New Orleans and he's cer-
tainly not going to be disappointed if he's not drafted. "I
want a tryout, just a chance, that's all," said Muff.
Danny Jarrett thinks his career is ahead of him, not
behind.
He had played so well at Evansville then his father died
and he missed the first two league games at East Tennessee_
and Tennessee Tech, games the Racers lost by three and -
one-point margins.
Who knows what would have happened had the Ftacene
had Jarrett in the lineup then along with Jackson and Ran-
dall who were suspended? Murray might have come back
with a 2-0 record and those eight games we lost by 16 points
could have been eight games we'd won by 16 points and
we'd been 11-3 or 12-2 in the league
-"I can't attribute it to any trie-thing-orsingle event'
Jair-ett said of his improved play.
"All along, it's been my goal to be as much as I can be, to
operate to my capacity. The last couple of games, J,bave
been inspired through team play. Our team play has in-
creased dramatically.
"Coach Overton told us a story before the game and I
think that really meant a lot in our win. He told us about a
swimmer who was in a race across this big lade. He was
way out in front and everyone else had quit. -
"But you see, he was only half-way across and victory
was on-the other side. You have to finish up what you start,"
Jarrett added. •
Murray finished what they started instead of quitting.
They proved it in every game. Unless you've played ball,
you have no idea what it's like to lose eight games by a total
of 16 points. You stay awake at night and you place blame
upon yourself. And when you have 10 players doing that, it's
a thing that can grip you and holder you tighter than a bear.
Jarrett said he's had several European franchises con-
tact him about playing ball and he's hoping to get a pro
tryout in the United States.
Most great distance runners do not hit their best days un-
til they reach 25 and you'll find a lot of guys playing pro ball 
FADE-AWAY - Mary Jane Gates of the Racers puts up a
fade-away jumper as she tries to avoid Sheila Smotherman of
Austin Peay. Inside under Me boards are Linda Blackburn of
the Racers and Elaine Swofford of Austin Nay.
who were not big-name college players. In fact, some of the
big-name college players today have callused-marked-
rears.
Jimmy Warren, the 6-1 senior guard, think he might
have a shot at playing on some professional level. Warren
hit a terrible streak following the suspensions of the other.
players and didn't even score in a couple of games. But af- The Murray State men's track team had a little let down
ter the suspended players returned to the team, Warren ex-- this past weekend after finishing a close second in the OVC•
ploded and was the most consistent shooter the Racers had-- IndoorChampionship s the previOM weekend.
during the league race. . - - - • - The-Racers participated at the University of Illinois US*
"The coach let me play a little more of my game during FF Invitational and Coach Bill Cornell wasn't very pleased
the OVC season," Warren said. ' • with theperformances. '
"Duringthe early part of the season, wattled getting the The two-mile relay team finished a disappointing third at-
ball inside. PlusI put in a lot of extra work over the Quist- _____Jar leading_for_the entire *so? Murray  _waiLeidgeclAut
mas break and I knew I only had one-half of a season left to Illinois and Floridi State at theifire.
- Dave-Warren led off with a. r:5:1.2 then MartynBreWer took
the baton and ran the second leg in 1:53.1 before handing 'off •
to Dave Rafferty who hsid a 1:53.8 on this 860-yard leg. Pat
Chimes anchored in 1:53.0 and was nudged out in the final 10 •
Yards.




By TONY WILSON Murray opened the second
MSU Sports Publicity half with six straight mints to
Seniors &Ilan Maddla and hold its largest lead, 51-19.
Bev Parrish. both Playing Austin Peay scored six of its
their final game in the Sports own before Lynn's steal and
Arena, helped Murray State lay-up and Barrix's -22-footer
Jump to a 45-19 halftime lead made it 55-25.
and romp past_Austin Peay 79- • Smith substitgted
58 Saturday night, frequently thereafter and the
Maddix, ILI of the flu the past Governors outscored Murray
few games, hit 5 of 9 shots and 33-24 the rest of the way.
had four assists. Parrish
pulled down a season-high 13 Murray, now 10-17 overall
-rebounds aad hit ? of ft free-and-S4 tn-Vir-Ohio Valley
--throws and  two-fiehl goaietu- ennference;Wtfitace Western
finish-with 11 points.
Center Jackie Mounts and
guard Laura Lynn led Murray
In scoring with 17 points each.
Lynn hit,6 of 9 field goal at-
- tempts in the first half as the
„Racers held leads as large as
-It points.
The combination of Madclix,
-Parrish, Mounts, Lynn and
---OndY:Birwrik. worked so Well
that Coach Jean Smith didn't




Smith. "Rosen and Bev really
wonted to play a lot, and they
darted playing so well that
-there Wasn't much choice."
Austin Pea)- hit only 25
percent in the first half (9-35)
while Murray was hitting 53
t17:321. Lynvt. hit two 'free
do all I could.
"I have a couple of offers for tryouts and I plan on going
to them and giving it my best shot. Right now, I'm really
happy with our win. I'm happy that '0' could beat his own
school," Warren added. _
So there you have it folks.
Record For Indoor Mile
They will go in the record books as the worst team in 20 "We're capable ri running eight seconds better than that.
years. The 1957-58 team went 8-16. Every man could have run two seconds better. If we'd been
To heck with the record books. In the minds of the fans running =art, Chimes would have led by 20 to 25 yards when
and the people who knew them and weren't afraid to be _ _ he-took-the baton for his leg. Instead, he led by only three er -
open-minded, they were one_ swell b.unch of kids and gen- . __,_four_yards and that allowed Minois and Florida State to ' '
tlemen who represented /MU damn well. , . outkick him," Cornell said.
"The distance medley -relay team finished fourth in 9:57.3-
and nobody burned up the world ill that event either. Mitch
Johnston led off with a 3:02.8 for thithree-warters then Mar-
shall Crawley recorded a 50.1 for the 440-yard dash. Fresh-
man Keith O'Meally ran a poor 1:56.0 in the 880-yard leg
before freshman Jerry Odlin anchored with 4:08.4 mile.
 _Perhapelhe onkiLltright-spot-came-in-the-mile-run where
Games, es Warriors  
___,...____.Starrartad-thtee---- grieliti:Tratthinies set a new school record_ .
forDave warrer a bastivi:hbae:::.1 and tookbestthird. place. with a
Notre Dame Enjoys TV
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
_ . Whenever_ the television
cameras are around, Notre
Dame's basketball team
seems to get its Irish up.
Playing before a national
TV audience four years ago,
the Fighting Irish broke
UCLA's fabled U-game
winning streak.
• This year, they've continued
that tradition - twice beating
the Bruins ,on the tube. And
Sunday they performed again.
like TV stars, defeating top-
ranked Marquette 65-59 before
a national audience.
The Irish came up with an
old-fashioned Hollywood
ending to win it.
"We've had some great
comebacks in the history of
Notre Dame athletics," said
Notre Dame Coach Digger
Phelps after watching his
team rally from a 14-point
halftime deficit, "and I would
. have to compare this to
winning the UCLA game and
. ending their 88-game streak
''1When they were No. 1."
, The victory virtuallY sewed
up an NCAA playoff bid for the
ninth-ranked Irish. Marquette
no doubt will be going to the
post-season playoffs, too.
Georgetown, another team
looking forward to post-season
play, was caught with its
points down Sunday and
suffered a shocking 63-59 loss
. at Fordham. The nation's
' 18th-ranked team will com-
pete in the ECAC's Southern-
' Upstate New York playoffs for
an NCAA berth.
Meanwhile, the University
of New Orleans earned a spot
the NCAA playoffs by
, recording a slowed-down 22-20
• decision over South Alabama
In the championship game of
-the Sun Belt Conference
tournament.
Kentucky and San Fran-
cisco secureli NCAA playoff
berths with victories on
Saturday. -
Kentucky topped Tennessee
3847 to cliachlt share of its
lid Southeastern -Conference
title. The victory assured the
country's second-ranked team
the SEC berth in the NCAA's
Mideast Regionals.
San Francisco clinched the
West Coast Athletic Con-
ference championship with a
79-73 decision over Nevada-
Reno. The victory earned the




Nor* Carolina defeated No.
13 Duke 87-83 to win the
regular-season championship
of the Atlantic Coast Con-
ference. The victory earned
North Carolina a bye in the
opening of the ACC tourney,
which begins Wednesday in
Greensboro, N.C.
Michigan State moved
closer to the Big Ten cham-
pionship by whipping Illinois,
89-67. The triumph assured the
Spartans of at least a tie for
the league title.
Creighton .defeated
Southern Illinois 62-56 to win
the regalarseason title of the
Missouri Valley Conference.
The victory assured the Blue
Jays a bye in the Valley
playoffs until the final game
on March 5.
Fourth-ranked Arkansas
was one of four winners in
firstround play at the South-
west Conference playoffs,
moving into the quarter-finals
with an 84-42 rota of Texas
Christian.
In other SWC playoff games,
Houston trounced Rice 108-67;
Texas Tech beat Texas AdtM
_85-78 and SMU turned back
Baylor 73-68.
In other SWC playoff games,
Houston trounced Rice 10847; .
Texas Tech beat Texas A&M
85-78 and SMU turned back
Baylor 73-68_
In opening round Southern ,
Conference tournament ac- _
tion, regularleaSon champ
Appalachian State beat The
Citadel 81-64; Marshall
trimmest Western Carolina 64-
56; Furman took Tennessee-
chdtapooga 83-73 and Vb11
'Ilififp-ped Davidson Mb:
ois. Administration Hospital in
A 23-point performance by Augusta, Ga. after a long
Ron Brewer helped Arkansas illness. - . - .,
beat TCU. Houston crushed - Funeral services will be
tlice as Charles Thompson held Wednesday in the Sacred
scored 21 points and Cecile Heart Catholic Church In
Rose 20. Mike Russell's 24 Waynesboro,
points led Texas Tech over Hubert's best season was in
Texas A8tM and SMU defeated 1940 when the Keydets work
Memphis State 115-97.
Kelly Tripucka poured in 15
second-half points to lead the
Irish rally against Marquette.
The Warriors led until Dori
Williams' jumper with 2:50
left put Notre Dame up 58-57.
Bill Lombardi scored 18
points and Paul Williams had
17 as Fordham shocked
Georgetown.
NateMills' julep shot from
the foul line with one second
left helped New Orleans edge
South Alabama in the Sun Belt
finals.
Jack Givens scored 18 points
as Kentucky beat Tennessee
for the first time since 1972.
Winford Boynes broke open a
fight game witbnine points in
the first five minutes of the
4:06.9 and was sixth while senior Martyn Brewer finished
eighth and was clocked in 4:08.6.
Elsewhere Saturday, third- UCLA crushed Oregon as Chimes' victory was a personal best and it marked the
ranked UCLA routed Oregon Raymond Townsend and Roy third time this season someone has held the school record for
8347 _fifth-ranked_ _New_ Hamilton. _ _eatot......iieseea-igk.,:ihe_mile-Odlin grabbed the mark earlier in the season them- -
Mexico hammered Brigham points. Marvin Johnson scored. Brewer held it until Chimes broke it Saturday.
Young 71-66; No. 6 Kansas 25 points to lead New Mexico Axel Leitmayr, who had set a new OVC mark with a 7-2 in
tripped Colorado 70-60; St. past Brigham Young. Ken winning the league high jump title the previous weekend,
John's upagt No. 11 Koenigs scored four of his 24 didn't even manage to clear 6-10.
Providence 6041T No. .12 points in key free throw "I guess it was just a letdown after the OVC Chem-
Florida State edged Georgia situations late in the game to pionships. Or at least I hope it was a letdown," Cornell said.
Tech 85-82; No. 15 Illinois pace Kansas past Colorado. "Dave Rafferty ran in the 1,000-yard run and his time
State walloped Centenary 90- Bernie Rencher put St. wasn't even worth mentioning. I'm going to let them rest this
77; 18th ranked Detroit John's in front with a jump weekend. We're skipping the Last Chance Meet at Middle
defeated Xavier of Ohio 83-77; shot at the three-minute mark Tennessee this weekend and letting them take off the
No. 17 Syracuse beat Boston and the Redmen cashed in at weekend to tune up for the Nationals the following weekend
College 97-80; Georgetown the free throw line the rest of in Detroit," Cornell added.
whipped Holy Cross 77-61; the way to beat Providence.
Indiana stunned No. 19 Tony Jackson's 17 points led
Minnesota 68-47 and 20th- Florida State over Georgia
ranked Louisville stopped Tech.
A 27-point spree by Billy
Lewis led Illinois State over
Centenary. Detroit beat
Xavier of Ohio as John Long The Murray State women's track team shattered seven
collected 24 points, Marty school records as they won a triangular meet at Cape Girar-
Byrnes' 23 points led Syracuse deau)Saturday.
over Boston College. Ed Murray had 55 points for first while Memphis State was
Hopkins scored 21 points and second with 41 and the host Southeast Missouri team was
grabbed 13 rebounds ás third with 29..poiAts, . . - - --
Geofigetown: defeated Holy Two of the records came in the field events. Susan Mc-
Cross. Farland went 17414 to win the long jump for a new school
Indiana's Wayne Radford mark. Karen Harding took third in the event with a leap of 18=
and Mike Woodson teamed for 11/2.
37 points and led a second-half
rally that carried the Hoosiers
over Minnesota. Larry
Williams scored 32 points and




first half, leading San LEXINGTON, Va. (AP 1 -
Francisco past Nevada-Reno. Allison T. "Pooley" Hubert, a
Phil Ford scored a career- former star quarterback at
high 34 points in the Tar Heels' Alabama who compiled a 43-
victory over Duke. Greg 45-8 record in 10
rebounds power 10th- 
years as
Kelser's 32 points and 14 football coach at Virginia
Military Institute, is dead
ranked Michigan tte -past VMI officials said Hubert,
sent Creighton past Southern
Illinois. Rich Apke'_points -7ho lied in Waynesboro, Ga.-, -Tilghman was fourth in the 440-yard da. sh in 65.6; Mary Ann•,/
died Sunday in a Veterans' McConnell placed third in the :Me in 5:37.6 iffifie-Glenda
Calabro crossed in fourth in 5:42.9; Cindy Farrand was
second in the high jump with a 5-4 to qualify for the nationals
Ms did Karen Harding who Was third with the same height;
and the mile-relay team finished in second. .
Running legs in the mile-relay were Mri?learet Kopatz, Pat-
tie Bittel, Ivy Chrestie and Cheryl Glore. ... •• .
The Racer women tracksters will have several team 
t mi&a
mem-
berspasorirticipating in tingthe national championships next month
Lady Racers Win Dual
Meet, Get New Marks
In the shot put, Harding had a new School mark of 363v.
and placed second.
McFarland picked up her second school record of the meet
when she won the 50-yard dash in 6.2 and nipped teammate
Karen Wilson who was second in 6.3.- Wilson came back with
a school record and also qualified for the nationals as she won
the 60-yard hurdles in 8.4. In the same event, Betty Fox of the
Racers was second in 8.6.
Pattie Bidet picked up a school mark in die 600 as she was
third in 1:37 while Ivy Chrestie was fourth for the Race's in
1:39.7. In the 880, Becky Beckman had a school record with a
second-place time of 2:31 while teammate Mary Ann Mc-
Connell was fourth in 2:34.7.
The final indoor school mark came in the two-mile run
where Glenda C,alabro took second in 12:09. In the same
event, teammate Sharon Macy was fourth in12: 48.
In non-record action, freshman Cheryl Glore of Paducah
Baylor behind a 15ipoint., seven, Aga two and tied_ one The first ,autdner_ ,meet is set for March-23 when SIU- -
rfOrmance .1" game. . arb witSt e. w art Stadium
throws and beat-to-boar...jump
shots to give the Racers a 22-6
advantage with 10:14 left in
the first period.
Kentucky inihe first round of
the Kentucky Women's In-
tercollegiate -Conference
Tournament Friday night in
Lexington's _Memorial
Coliseum. Game time is 6:30
p.m.
Ass* hey
- Was- ft-tta rb
Mearland _ 0-0 1 Pt0 -
Wood , -2
Rucker ....114 -0-0 1 4 4
Swafford -342 8-10 4 3 14
Smotherman 1-1 0-0 5 4
Whitmore --V14-3-14 1---17.111
Brown ..  *a 1 
Dillehay 2•4 0-1 0 0 4
DLICToMMY =-68 14-29 40 19 58
..... 0-0 3-4 0 0 3
Murray %Os
fg-fga ft-fta rb pd tp
Harru 4-5 2-2 3 1 10 
0-0 1 1 10
Mounts ..1-13 1-3 11 2 17  
Punish  - 24 7-8 13 11-tr-
LYnn 7-11 34 4 S 17
Herndon .. :31-6 -2-3 3 -
Gates--- - -----.3-S 0-0 3 3 .
Blackburn 0-0 0-0 1 1 I 
Pettre  --7--18:2 34 1 6 I
14643566  __4154_a _
Brashear..---mr-1*---4141- -4
Schuster 1-7 0.1 4 2 2
Totals _mar 15-20 56 16 79
Austin Peay 19 39- 58
Murray 48 34-79
FASTBREAK - Freshman guard Laura Lynn drives to the
basket for two points on the fastbreak. The Paducah Tilghman
graduate finished with 17 points and played only a couple of
minutes in the second half.










Starting Monday Feb. 27
DAILY Specials













With Potato S Garlic Bread
Lasagna with - 9 75
Thursday - Ground Round
1_65
Friday - Saturday - Sunday.
U S Choice Ribeye Served Woh Salad iodlaulPotato S Bread
With Potato and Bread
Sunday
Ribeye Dinner - 
S1
"
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- Gardening Tips Mani Extension tiFeeleliSte et the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
That fragrant sprig of pars- -
ley that garnishes your. steak
or flavors your soup is an
herb old in story, and down
- through the ages it has been
• used as more than just an-
other food item for the table.
In the stories of mighty
Hercules, parsley leaves are
"Mentioned as farthing his gar-
lands of victory. Wreaths of
parsley were also used by
ancient Greeks', - both at
funerals and on festive occa-
sions. On these occasions,
parsley was eaten to ward off
the effects- of over-indulgence
in wine.
Propagated from seed,
parsley is extremely slow in
coming up. Touching on this
and definite ancient history,
it is plainly described in the
History of Pfants written by
Theophrutus in the fourth
century B.C. It was intro-
duce& to American prdens in
the seventeenth century but
still- isn't too.- comMonly
_
Whde largely_ _gown, for
culinary purposes, parsley
once had an important place
in medicine. From the seed,
French chemists extracted an
oil called "Apiol" which was
substituted for quinine in the
treatment of fevers and to
"kill vermin in the head."
The bruised leaves were
also recommended for con-
tusions and enlarged glands.
One quaint old pews= deo
English proverb to the effect
that the seeds must go to the
devil and back nine times
.before they will germinate
and push their young shoots
above ground.
UK Extension- vegetable -
specialist C. R. Roberts
doesn't ,hold too much with
the old proverb but doescon-
firm the, fact that the seeds
germinate very slowly. For
- that reaion, he ays, parsley
seed should be sown in the
spring just as soon as the
., ground can be worked. The
seed should be sown in rows,
covered with a half-ioch of
:dirt, and the soil firmed down
arotind them with the flat of
the handAfiesversre-desired -
'for use during -the winter,
-; seed may be iown indoors in
window boxes.
A native of. Sardinia, pars-
;ley belongs to the same
:family as celery but was in
; cultivation long before delery
: was brought in from the
; wilds. Attesting to its long
recommended a tea 'made
from dried parsley leaves to
relieve "nightmares and other
ill humors of the night."
There are several varieties
of plants growing wild which
bear the name "wild-parsley:"
They are similar in appear-
ance to the garden variety but
should never, never be
gathered and used for table
- Int190114. _Most,of Ahese
paisley plants, particularly
"fool's parsley" and water
hemlock, contain a poison
that causes' serious illness or
death. The -best advice is
never nibble on a wild plant
'that' looks fdie parsley.
_  _
ARGENTINIAN WINE
--BUENOS. AIRES I A134 =
gentina, the world's fifth larg-
est producer, will make 671)
million gallons of wine in 1977.
ri?Outgo Eats On Income —
Production expenses took $3
out of every $4 earned by U.S.





- Gibson County Fairgrounds
Trenton, Tenn.'
Show: 10:00 Sale 1:00
Bred Gilts, Boars, Open Gifts
ARMINGTON FEED
F FARM SUPPLY, INC.
FARMINGTON, KT.





Complete Rations In Meat a Pellets for AN lessixt.
VITA FERIA* SERVICE HEADQUARTERS:
HORSE FEED
We Can Mix To Tow Specifications or SuppiyCompleta Foal
DOG FEED
SPORT MIX — TRY IR
Hunters and Kennel Owners Ask About Our Wes' Pres ofSOO
'Les and Over Approved By The ague Rowel Cunt
EQUIPMENT
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
Farm Equipment, Livestock Feeders and Waterers
ANIMAL HEALTH SUPPLIES
A full and Complete line of Products for Prevention 01 Unsex%
Disease Prescription Drugs Armlet& Tarcur Your Vestment
Your Veterioartas Is hawse sae Quieted to Oncsss Yew Assail
Health Needs We Work Togetlia





PREMIX AND FEED ADDITIVE ADVICE
Your neighbor Nutrena knows how to help.
Nutrena
RECEIVE RECOGNMON AWARDS FOR EXTENSION COUNCIL SERVICE — SpeciaLiervice awards in recognition of
completing two-year terms as members of the Kentucky Extension Advisory Council were presented by Charles E.
Barnhart,-dean of the UK College of Agriculture and director of the Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service at a
dinner during the annual meeting of the State Extension Council in Lexington recently. The recipients, shown with
Dean Barnhart (WO and John L Ragland (right), associate dean for Extension and Associate director of the
Cooperative Extension Service, include (left to right) Darrell Scott, Mason County; Bob Todd, Pulaski County, the
current president of the counc& Mrs. Elisabeth Fulham, Shelby County; Sam White, Logan County; Mrs. Margie
Brookshire, Breckinridge County, the current vice president 0. H. Campbell, Henderson County, Marvin Polsgrove,
Franklin County; Mrs. Jane Miller, MarshalProunty, and Lowell Palmer, Calloway County. Others receiving the awar-
ds included Tommy Robinson, Livingston County; Julian Wills, Grant County; C. A. Wilson, Scott County; 01. Amen,
Magoffin County; Mrs. Harold Westerfield, Laurel County, and Allen Franks, Todd County.
Winter Hifi State Farmers
Hardir This Year, Harris Says
FRANKFORT, Ky. 4 AP)_
Kentucky farmers were hard
hit by last winter's severe
weather, but the state
Agriculture—. Department
reports they have been hit
even harder so far thisyear.
Figures released Thursday
estimated the state's farmers
have suffered more than $135
million in weather related
losses this winter, exceeding
all of last year's losses by
more than $28 million.
State Agriculture Com-
missioner Tom Harris said the
losses so far this winter have
been more severe because of
the prolonged periods of cold
and snow cover, whereas -last
winter the, severe cold _and
snow moderated in February.
Harris said the period of
losses in Thursday's report
was between Jan. 9 and Feb.
22.
He said livestock producers
have suffered the most losses,
with feed and labor costs
being increased, by an
estimated $87.5 million, while,,
losses from livestock deaths
were $9.5 million and livestock
product losses $13 million:
The largest single expense
to farmers has been increased
feed costs, which have run
approximately $50 million,
compared with $47.2 million
all of last winter.
Harris said cattle must be,
fed larger amounts of feed
during times of weather stress
to compensate for lost body
heat and tornaintain weight in
beef animals and production
in dairy animals.
He said most of the product
loss was by dairymen who had
to dump their milk when bad
roads prevented them from
getting it to market.
Losses last winter amounted
to $8.1 million in livestock
deaths and $12.1 million in
livestock product losses.
The Agriculture Depart-
inept figures also estimated it
wirebst more than $12 million
to repair farm roads damaged
by the winter weather, while
snow removal efforts by
farmers, including the cost of
gasoline and equipment
repair, has cost them about $5
million.
Rowever, Harris said not all
farmers were --hurt as badly
this winter, including tobacco.
farmers who benefited from
the early stripping _season.
Also frozen water 'systems
were not is much of a problem
because the ground did not
freeze to the, depth it did in
1977.due to the snow cover.
Harris said losses to tobacco
,farmers from increased labor
costs, deferred payments and
delanct,
amounted _to $300,000, „com-
pared with $2.2 million last
--wittier. - •
pther damages so far -this
year released Thursday by the
Agriculture Departnient in-
cluded peach crop and
He said increased costs due greenhouse losses, $1.511lion
to frozen water systems have und increased tosts due to
been only $2.50,06a, lompeti clt barn reptaLerrient encirepatr,




can be expected to lead to
substantially lower hog prices
this year_andlosome_deoline
in pork prices at the meat
counter, according to
economists in the UK College
of Agriculture.
Joe Davis, who specializes
in livestock marketing, says
that hog production is ex-
panding at a rapid rate. This,
he adds, is due in part to the
profitability of hogs during the
past few years when hog
prices have been relatively
high and grain prices
relatively cheap.
The economist looks_f or the
price decline in slaughter hogs
and feeder pigs to be rather
dramatic toward the end of
1978. "Most projections," he
points out, "indicate that hog
prices will be down in the mid-
$30 range per cwt. by mid-
year and will continue on
lower by the end of the year."
For consumers, this should
mean somewhat cheaper
pork, but the decline in retail
pork prices is not expected to
be as dramatic as the crop in
hog prices at the farm; ac-
cording to Larry Jones, IIK
Extension specialist in con-
sumer economics.
One reason 4 he explains, is
that retail prices are
relatively "sticky" and don't
respond as much to changes in'
supply as do farm prices.
Another important factor, he
adds, is the expected increase
in consumer disposable in-
come in 1978 and its
strengthening impact bn the
demand for pork and on retail
prices.
"In 1977, hog production was




One widely recognized in-
dicator of hog profitability is
,the hog-corn price ratio.: This
is the price of hogs 'relativeto
• the price of corn which is the
major feed for hogs.
Typically, a hog-corn prise
ratio of 15to 1 indicates that
*SR -Alle*Prottt,01K--
the last part of 1977, the ratio
was 28, to 1.
"When hogs are as
profitable- AS the. hog.vom
ratio indicates, farmers are
encouraged to keep more sows
for farrowing and increase
production," Says Davis.
Sow farrowings were up 5
percent last June through
August in the 14 major hog
producing states, according to
USDA reports. For this
spring, an additional 10
percent increase over last
spring is projected on the
basis of producer intentions
reported by USDA.
"These factors suggest
large increases in pork
production during the second
half of this year, and a sharp
decline in hog prices," con-
cludes Davis.
1. Instruction and service
manuals are a form of
manufacturer advertising,
and may be thrown away
when the appliance is in-
stalled or used.
True False
2. More disabling injury acci-
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(ASCS) officials conduCted a
meeting at Kentucky Darri,
Village State Park recently td" 
explainwhat benefits were
available to farmers through
ASCS; A brief explanation of
-all the programs available
was followed by a question'
and answer session. The panel
of state officials included,
Beverly G.' Yeiser, state
executive director of ASCS,
Gene Settles and Cecil
Buckingham, program
authorities on farm legislation
for ASCS. Troy Jones the
executive director of the
Ballard County ASCS office
was also a member of the
panel, The audience of about
two , hundred Purchase Area
-farenersz--• - asked-- --
questions on the different
farm programs, but most of
these questions • centered
around the Feed Grain,
Wheat, Farm Storage and
Commodity loan programs.
Local officials in.attendruice
from the Marshall County
ASCS office were, Joe Bill
Bowltn, Chairman of the
county ASC Committee and
one of his fellow committee
members, Charles York. Ike
Weldon, executive director
and Willie Mae Dunigan and
Jettie Ferguson, the program
authorities of the Marshall
County ASCS office also at-
tended.
As a final note, Yeiser,
termed the meeting very
rewarding and informative.
He ended by saying that the
problems faced by farmers
today . are difficult and com-
plex, however, ASCS is ready
and willing to administer any
services that are available
through the load offices.
• A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
le the UK College of Aparecultur•
You can often get a good
buy on, pork by selecting the
less popular cuts, eccording
to UK Extension specialists in
.corisumer marketing. They
point out that retailers usu-
ally put lower prices on those
Cuts that do not sell rapidly.
For example, a recent com-
parison of pork prices in a
I aige supermarket showed
good buys in shoulder cuts,
which are normally less
,popular than loin or rib cuts.
Shoulder pork chops cost
considerably less per serving
than center or rib chops, and
shoulder roast., and smoked
Iloston, boo -also a shoulder
cut-were. also relatively low
Beef Outlook: Declining
Supplies, Rising Prices
Reductions in the number of
beef -cows and replacement
heifers signal declining
supplies of beef in the next few
years and rising prices for
beef at the farm and retail
levels.
The cattle cycle is in a herd
liquidation phase that began
in 1975, according to Joe-
Davis and Larry Jones,
economists in the UK College
of Alln.colture. By mid-1977,
the nation's cattle inventory
on farms was down 2 percent
from the year befOre and there
were 3 per centfewer.cattlein
Kentucky.
Most of the liquidation is in
cows and replacement heifers,
reflecting the severe financial
squeeze that cow-calf
producers have been in the
past two years, say the
economists. There -W little
change in the !prober of
yearling's', even thougli the
1977 calf crop was down 3 per
cent.
Apparently producers have
been selling cows, keeping
fewer heifers for herd
'replacements and holding
more yearlings on pasture.
This indicates an adquate
supply' of cattle for Placement
On feed in the near future. But
the smaller calf crop points to
fewer cattle to be fed next
year.
Davis and Tones ally that the--
rising consumer income, the
antiripsfAd xeduction. in beef
_ supplies in 1978 likely will
result-th--ffiglier beef prices.
They add, howeyer, that little
Price rise for beef producers
can be expected before mid-
1978.
Cheaper feed and a stonger
fed cattle market., the
economists say, will stimulate
cattle feeding thiiryear. ThiM
Increase in demand will lead
to higher prices for feeder
cattle.
Farmers are Saving /Honey!
Many area hiriniers whO have taken advantage cithe
Group Hospital Insurance through, Bennett &
Associates are saving up to $150.00 oer year.
Get the facts before the Farming Season starts.
Call
Bennett & Associates






















The way we see it...you're not just our
customers: ..you're our friends. We know how im-
portant your farm is to you ..and we'll take 4
special interest in helping you with your special
farm needs ..loans, management, or just a bit of






























Another bill whict is
drawing opposition from
Farm Bureau is House Bill 45,
Which would extend ap-
plication of a landlord-tenant
klatfons law statewide.
currently, the law applies
dnly to Jefferson and Fayette
Counties.
Farm legislative spokesmen
say the law could have an
undesirable effect on some
farm rental agreements
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The prospect of city
governments receiving major
new powers over people and
- property in unincorporated
rural areas has Kentucky
: Farm Bureau strongly op-
posing a municipal statutes
revision bill currently before
the General Assembly.
House Bill, 87, a 166-page
legislative- plliptiiiiT,---Would
extend cities' 'condemnation
- powers almost indefinitely,
  would allow -Ter Wang
• authority --up- - to five -miles
- outside the city limits.
"This proposal would give
cities too much authority over
people and property not
located in the city itself," KFB
legislative director E.W.
2--Kesler said. "There would be-lobby strongly for its passage
-rib accounting by city in the Senate.
8.9YeFfirtle0t. to the .th would-7i°affected. If -farmers or other s primarily benefit surviving
spouses who inherit property.
The savings would come
through a new credit system
that reduces taxes on estates
worth less than $200,000. Tax
where a tenant's dwelling is
involved. They also note that
landlord-tenant conditions in
rural areas are far different
from those in the state's two
largest cities, and that this
law is neither needed nor
desirable for rural areas.
The municipal bill is
currently being debated by the
House Committee on Cities.
That same, panel recently
approved the landlord-tenant
measure and sent it to the
House floor.
'rural residents didn't like
what was happening, they
would have no recourse at the
,ballot box."
Noting that the proposal sets
!trio geographical limits on _
cities' powers, Kesler said
,niunicipalities could con-
ceivably exercise eminent
'domain over land in other
*.ounties, or even in other
Vities, as long as the action
?'furthers the Welfare of the
,city." The five-mile extension
)n zoning authority would in
inany cases extend city
control over additional areas
larger in size than the city
itself.
"There would' be no ex-
pansion of city services under
rhe ternis of this bill to these _
rural areas," Kesler noted,
-:"just the city telling people
but in the country what they
'can and can't do with their
Tax tteduction- Bill
Passes House
An amended bill to reduce
the impact of state inheritance
taxes has passed the Kentucky
House of Representatives, and
Farm Bureau leaders plan to
lulls for most other types of
heirs, including adult
children, would change very •
little.
Another important feature
of the bill ,would allow the
valiiatibn - of farmland in
estates at its agricultural
value, rather than its fair cash
value. State revenue analysts
say agricultural value
averages 50-60 per cent of
market (cash) value
statewide.
As an example, airrent law
-calls for inheritance-132es-
totaling $3,250 on estate
worth $100,000. -IIMer House
Bill 143, that same estate
_ would be taxes for $2,900. Ifproperty. • - -fiitifiland were a major
portion of the estate, even
larger tax savings could be






production in the U. S. during
1977 totaled more than 123












305 N. 4th St.
tilerrey, Ky. 7534602
Passing Morn in height. That's a tall ,mo-
ment in your boy's life. Naturally, he'll take
much of the credit. But you know the care
and attention he got during infant years were
essential.
The story of American agriculture and
Production Credit Association is similar.
Sound credit service has played a big role
in helping both farmer and rancher gain their
present business stature.
And we're ready right
now to help you with most
broad-shouldered tasks your
future plans may include.
The go- ahead people
At the same time, govern-
ment purchases of surplus
milk set a new record - $714
million for the fiscal year
ending Sept. 30, 1977. That
figure could surpass $800
million during the current
fiscal year, USDA says.
The figures prompted
Barbara Schlei, administrator
of -- •USDA's - Agricultural
Marketing Service, to
recommend no further in-
crease in dairy support prices,
currently at $9 per hundred
pounds.
If the suPP011  levelgoes_too—. - - . . high, with continuing in-
creases in surplus production,
it will "kill the goose that lays






Congress designed to ease the
financial strain on the
American farmer.
Farm Bureau called for
more effective use of the 1977
Ford and Agriculture Act,
more dynamic steps to in-
crease exports, improved
farm credit- measures and
immediate efforts to slow
inflation and balance the
federal budget.- - •
During a Feb. .8 appearance
before the House Agriculture
Coriunittee, John C. Datt,
director of th'e Farm Bureau's
Washington office, called for
more effective use of the set-
aside program. Datt said
Farm Bureau recommends
that USDA offer participants
the opportunity-to set aside
additional land in return for
per-acre per-formante
payments.
Datt pointed to expansion of
exports as vitally important in
efforts to improve farm in-
come. He called for
liberalization of restrictive
trade barriers and aggressive
marketing promotion and
development activities.
Farm Bureau is actively
supporting the Poage-Mathis
Bill HR 10434 ), which would
establish up to 25 agricultural
trade missions, set up a
medium-term commercial
credit program, mandate the
appointment of an un-
dersecretary of agriculture
for international affairs,' and
upgrade the role of U.S.
agricultural attaches.
Datt said Farm Bureau will
also look favorably on bills to
enhance our competitive
export position, such as the
measure introduced by
Congressman Findley and the
late Senator Humphrey to
allow U. S. commodity loans
to non-market economy
countries, including China, the




that a marketing and
bargaining bill is being
drafted that would "allow
farmers . to organize them-
selves to bargain and
negotiate for better prices,
terms of--delivery, and con-
ditions of sale."
Chemical Reduces Loss
111111111.111111111 Of Nitrogen In The Soil a
GUEST SPEAKER—Bethel Richardson,local CPA, conducted a session on
"ipcotne_larsolanning for farinereat the last meetings-of theNev_Lconcord
and Lynn Grove Adult farmer daises. Shown above is Dwaine Rogers of
the Lynn Grove Class discussing a possible tax saving with Richardson. Also
present at the class were Joe Pat Ward, Bank of Murray, and Max Brandon
of Peoples Bank who gave a discussion of the individual Retirement
Program available to farmers. These classes are part of the Adult and
Young farmer Program liught by, Johnnie Stockdale at the Morro
Vocational Center.
Nutrition And Bull Selection
•
Research at the Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment
Station shows that a chemical
product called "N-Serve" can
help cost-conscious farmers
use nitrogen fertilizer more
- ' efficiently in growing no-till
corn, and benefit all Ken-
' tuckians • .br.redUcing the'
--. leaching of - nitrates into
drainage water.
The chemical is on the
market for -use 11%-Mowing--
dovin the change Of ain--
monium- nitrogen to nitrate
forms of nitrogen in the soil.
"By doing this, it decreses the
losses of soil and fertilizer
notrogen caused when nitrates
are lost through leaChing into
drainage water or changed
into gaseous forms of nitrogen
that escape - Into the atf 
mosphere," explains Wilbur
Frye, research agronomist in
the UK College of Agriculture-. --
He and agsonomists R. L.
Blevins, L. W. Murdock and K.
Wells conducted the
research the past three years
at Experiment Station
facilities and in fields of
cooperating farmers. They
•• sprayed N-Serve onto
granules of ammonium
nitrate "fertilizr Whin Was-
among Kentucky farmers
because it saves fuel and other
machine operating costs. The
seed is planted without using
the traditional- moldboard
plow or other tilliage im-
plments to turn under residues
from the drop previously
grown in the field.
Frye reports these results
from the experiments. Corn
yields were increased 26 per
cent in 1875 and 24 per cent in
1976 by *WOW lif-Sefee-on
ammonium nitrate fertilizer
before it was applied on the
no-till corn fields. However,
there was little yield response
to the chemical in 1977.
The lack of response last
year probably was due to less
than normal loss of nitrate
nitrogent -from the soil 
because of drsTweat&r-duringsc•
the early growing season,"
saysFrye. „  
Soil analysis for nitrogen
showed a reduction in losses
from the top 6 inches of soil
when N-Serve was used. The
chemical apparently slowed
the nitrification process and
reduced nitrogen losses last
year even though it did not
increase corn yields
.significantly,  •-1/4 -Have Effect On Calving Problems - broadcast on the soil surface Looking at all three years of
- Over-sized calves at birth
are a major cause of calving
difficulties in a beef cow herd.
And part of the problem, in
eluding some calf death
losses, can be blamed on how
_cows are,..„ted
pregnancy and on the bull they
-are bred to.
This is pointed out by Ron
Parker, Extension beef cattle
'Soc.-dela in the UK College of
Agriculture. - _
"Big calves at birth can
cause trouble," he says, "but
it is a mistake to cut down on
the cow's energy intake
during late gestation so she
will have a smaller calf."
Extremely low levels of cow
nutrition can reduce bir-
thweight of the calf but this
doesn't necessarily result in
less calving difficulty.
Parker cites one research
study in which Un-
dernourished-teem-1*d 20' pet-
cent fewer live calves at 2
weeks of age than cows fed
recommended energy levels.
About half of the calf losses
occurred at birth and the other
half were due to disease
problems in the baby calves.
"Calves of cows on low
energy levels apparentl
lacked vigor and health, and
couldn't withstand exposure to
diseases as well as calves of
properly fed cows," -explains
Parker.
He recommends, feeding
cows so they will be in
moderate to good condition
about midway through
pregnancy. Then their energy -
intake can be increased so
they are gaining some weight
prior to calving without
getting too fat. Thin cows
should gain 100-150 poonds
during the last 90-100 days-of
pregnancy.
Cows gaining weight
before and after calving will
rebreed sooner, and this won't
cause calving.diff. iculty.'unless
they get too fat," Parker says.
' On tfre other. hand, overly fat
cows haie Thor.
carving than cows in moderate
-to good condition. Fleshy.:
cows, therefore, should be fed
to gain little or no weight-prior
ta
The bull can contribute to
calving difficulties because
birthweighl is a highly
heritable trait. -This means
that a bull that was small at
birth will tend to sire small
calves. Other factors such as
frame shape are involved,
Parker concedes, but paying
attention to birthweights of
bulls when buying herd sires
can _feduce -calving dif-
ficulties.
Yearling heifers usually
have more calving trouble-
than second-calf heifers or
older coo's. The Extension
first-calf
_heifers _should be bred only to
bulls with small birthweights
or that have been shown by
progeny test to sire Sinai!
calves.
The largest calves at birth,
if they live, will tend to be
heaviest at weaning. But
Parker emphasizes that
average weaning weight in a
herd would have to. be sub-
stantially greater to make up
for losses of -a fewer calves or
even a cow or two unable to
deliver large calves.
imely Tips For
F eeding Beef 
Feeding grain to beef cows,
although frowned on by
practical cost-minded
cowl-nen, is more economical
in the long-run than short-
changing spring-calving cows
on the nutrition they need,
when hay supply runs short.
This is pointed out by-Curtis
Absher, Extension beef cattle
specialist in UK College of
Agriculture, to help cow-calf
producers get their herds
through the critical period of
late winter and early spring.
He, also recommends
separating dry cows from
those with calves and feeding
each group according to its
nutritional needs.
"This is • no time to
Sign-Up For Feed Grain Set
Aside Programs Begins March 1
The President made final a
10 percent feed grain set-aside
program for 1978 and in-
creased the storage payment
for the farmer-owner grain
reserve program. He urged
farmers to make maximum
use of those two farm
programs.
Approval of both program
actions was recommended to
the President by Agriculture
Secretary, Bob Bergland.
"Farmers have the tools at
hand to raise grain prices,"
the President said. "By
participating in the set-aside
programs, they help cut the
over-supplies that are
currently holding down pricgs.
By putting their grain in the
Reserve Program, they will
remove excess supplies from'
the market until farm prices
rise. I urge farmers to take
full advantage of these op-
portunities to improve
prices."
The President said that
storage payments for grains
held in the farmer-owned
Reserve Program would be
increase from 20 cents to 25
cents per bushel per year for
the major grains. Farmers
now storing grain in the
reserve Will be offered new
contracts to reflect the 25 cent
rate.
"We hope that this higher
storage payment will en-
courage greater use of the
_farmer-controlled Reserve
Program" the President said
"Our goal is to have 30-35
-Million tons of food andfeed
• .
.3.. •
grain in reserve prior to the
beginning of the 1978 crop
year.
"If your farmers use this
program, it will have a
positive impact on prices,
which are now too low, and
will, at the same time, assure
foreign buyers that we will be
a reliable supplier of grain."
The Presidenralso said that
Secretary Bergland has under
consideration other actions
that could be taken to improve
farm prices and income. 
If no hay is fed, Absher says
Sign-up for the 1978 set-aside 
'.a dry cow needs about 10
pounds of shelled corn per
programs will begin March 1
and will be conducted through day, and a cow 
nuising a calf
10 to.,15.pounds. Since corn, aMay 1 in the Department of
Agriculture's Agricultural 
high-energy feed, is low in
servatiOn Service 
protein calcium • anStabilization and Con-
(Asa!) magnesium, supplementation_
. county offices. — • - • 
.yrith these nutrients may be
• necessary. • -
• •
Cows
for no-till corn. Tlie material
was not worked into the soil.
Aotill  corn, a relatively new
way to grow the crop, is
becoming more popular
research, the agronomists say
that N-Serve can't* eipecTed
to increase no-till corn yields
in most years when there is
adeggate soil moisture.
economize on feed in Spring-
calving herds," 'says Absher.
He adds: "As_ cows calve.
their nutrient needs increase.
a cow losing weight while
nursing a calf is a prime
/target for nutrition-related
disorders such as ketosis an
tetany."
Five pounds of shelled earn
or 5'2 pounds of ground ear
corn will replace 9 pounds of
most kinds of hay when
needed as a source of engery.
"When hay is worth $50 a ton
or more, shelled corn at $2.52
per bushel or less is a good buy
for cow feed," says Absher.
"Ground ear corn at $2.95 per
bushel is cheaper than hay a
• $50 a ton because crude fibers
in the cob is good source of
energy for beef cows."
The best way to stretch hay
supplies, says Absher, is to
replace some of the hay with
corn rather than feed an all-
corn ration. For example, a
dry cow that would normally
require 16 to 18 pounds of hay
Oh- day could be fed 5 pounds
of shelled corn and 7 to ,9
pounds of hay.
In extreme cases, however.
corn can be used in place of all
the hay. Absher points out that
dry cows and cows with calves
have been wintered suc-
cessfully on corn alone in
experiments conducted by the
Kentucky Agricultural Ex-
periment Station,- The cows
were on winter pasture but the




You cant go wrong with PX 79 in this area It has enormous
adaptability without sacrificing yield potential Single-
cross PX 79 is a big. roust plant with unusually good
stalk anctroot strength Takes Populations up to 26.000
,4f you're looking for a good producer -even when ,
growing conditions aren t perfect-plant a lot of PX 79 '
Come in or call today and make sure you have plenty









Farm Profit Bulletin 0 37s :
Plan for wet weather.
rICI, ti , .4t.arlit•r Lost vioin't tropt•rare or, Oved the
'1.t.) driven l ely Riiterrat It enable,i you to begin preparation
•,t sow ,eedberfs at almost the Antlent you an drive your
vr,thout melting ,Iu( It
trt at res have ti.sted the worlorig print iple ot the
rjortysg grow} ard- tftKI wed t441,i. and no all tNifies of
Thin). altour the timelines% and flexibility \OM will have
1.1r,-it2,i rift, al -Wanting perirtds You if get taster Rrrrrithatiort
.t r-ori .tarr a Of1S111;•rli stand and imponerl
'too II hate rts,en greater timeliness and flexibility vshen You
%pray till Jot orporate and plant in the. trip troth
Si '.1,,,t!•rrtim It vt.,11 init tease the planting (apai its (it
orrttrtt irar tor and planter tour- time..
See .1 demonstration of the Lelv-Roterras and the Lely•STIP
`Kstem."
you'll learn to save Inns and bank on the results
For information on whore sow con soo hi Lily STIP
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Poplar Springs announces the completion of its
new Educational Building, therefore the old
Poplar Springs Church Building is for sale. In-
vitation to bid may be mailed to Danny•Phillips,
Route 6, Box 350, Murray, Kentucky 42071,rphone
753-5033. Property will be opened for inspection
upon request and will be opehed oh Saturday,
March 4th, 1978. At that time bids will be ac-
cepted until 11:00 a.m. For further information
call 753-4698 or 753-4001.
NOTICE
All dogs must be vaccinated, licensed and
tagged in city limits. All after* respon-
sible for dogs will be charged. Please






The • follo4ving. estate
fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
AJI Claims against these
estates should be filed
with the Fiduciary
within- six months of
date of application.
Fannie Lou Rushing,





Brdndon, 305 So. 5th
- Street, •Murray, Ky.,
Executrix
C. E. Erwin, Dec'd, 1006
Circatama, Murray,
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.Murray, Ky. Executhx
Delie Smith, Deed, 400
So6tia Street, Murray,
Ky Hal Smith, Kirksey,u "
Ky., Adniinistrator,




2, Hazel, _Ky. John
Williams, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Ky. Administrator
Tempest 0. Clark, Dec'd,





Honchul, Ftt. 2 Box 215,
Murray, Ky. Ezecutrixi
Myrtle Lee Wincheater,
Dec'd, 1610. Ryan Ave.,
Murray,' Ky. Nat -Ryan





By Leah Workman D. C.
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway -Dist Oct
Court by Mary Jane
Adair, Executrix, of-the
Estate of Lillie Diinn,
Deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
District ,Court on or
 197IV
the date of hearing.
Franches W. Shea, Clerk
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bring us yourS for extra
. copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking





r•questod to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
-,REPORiED keftAitikplATE-
Y SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AO CA,iiiEFULt Y
AND NOTIFY US Pke$91-
PTL Y IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
6. Help Admits.) 15 Articles For sale









Apply in own hand-
writing, P. 0. Box 32 A.
E,APERIENCED body
inert or car sander.
wanted. Call 753-6038.
- HELP WANTED
1 MOEN QUEEN is
71ooking for someone to
train as a swing shift
manager. Work will
---alternate between day
_ and night_shifts._ Must
be 18 years old or
older. Prefer someone
with past fast food ex-
perience. No phone
calls. Apply in person
only. Do not apply bet-
ween hours of 11 a. m.-
2 p.m.
_t-
DI SHIRTS N' THINGS
in Aurora, 4744890.
Compare! Poly-feld
vest, $8.50. Mens light
blue dress jeans; 89.95.
Other bargains., Let:
tering and dec4s. _
BIBLE FACTS - Don't
put off until tomorrow
what you should have
done yesterday! Start
serving God. ;today!
James 4:14 says, "For
what is life! It is even a
vapour, that appeareth
-for a little time, and then
vanisheth away." For
Bible' study, individual














reached on 7 5 3 -
1916 and 753-1917.




Holman Jones, 217 South '











5. Lost And Found
LOST IN CENTER Ridge
area, female German -
Sheperd. Answers to
name of Smoky. Childs
pet. Call 436-5651.
FOUND 2 HUBCAPS.
Can have it identified
and pa) for ad. Call 753-
3102.
LOST SMALL TABBY
and white female cat.
Leather rollar with bell.
Lost from 1800 block
















real future for ambitious
Could be part
time. Call 759-1170. •
TEACHER NEEDS
babysitter in my home
for one year old girl.










a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
HOME STEREO, booster
for stereo, 8 channel
pdlice scanner. Call
after 3 p.m. 753-7413.
WOOD FOR SALE, will
deliver. Call. 4.37-4617.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE,











tress and box springs,
$125. Also 2 piece living
roam suite, 1 year old,
Call 753-7523.
MAN'S DIAMOND RING,
1 carat, man's diamond
35 point call- 750,1231.
EiECTRIC " HEATER,





Fox Meadows on South
16th SL_Now In Stock.
Columbia' MinervE




Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein










but-want a position that
is exciting and
glamorous with hours of





fabric store soon to open
in the Central Shopping
Center has an opening





sewing. Apply in person
next to'' Chit' Central
Twin Theatre, Wed-
nesday, March 1st, 8 a.




full and part time em-
ployees, male and
female to work day
and night shifts. Must
be 18 years old or-.
older. No calls.
Apply in person only. "-
Do not apply between
hours of 11 a. m.-2 p.m.
ATTENTION FARMERS
- All eligible lan-
downers and farmers
can now get group in-
surance - (Excess
Major Medical) - at
lbw group rates. For a
free brochure call
Bennett and Associates,
203 South 5th Street,
Murray, 753-7273 or 759-
1486.
14 Want To But
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Ca111-527-8322.
15 Articles For Sae
OAK AND HICKORY
firewood - for sale.
!Delivered - oe ,,haul
yourself. Call after 6:30
• p.m. 437-4731. '
19 Farm Equipment
AIN BINS, Ear y
Order Sale. Order now
take delivery next
Tsuramer.-Wp-effer-•-the-



















Avoid (fatty Nom lopowi
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Mow wood owl oporwol own
















See at J and B Music-
Magnavox, Murray, 753-
75.
27 Moolie Home Sales
1971 12 x $5 11/2 baths, 3
bedroom, unfurnished.
Call 753-9570.
TWO TRAILERS and 4
acres of land. Call 437-
4484.
1971 LANCER MOBILE
home,' _12 X 60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, large
living room and kitchen.
Partially furnished, new
carpet. . -Real good
condition. Call 527-9183.
_
21 Mobile Home So
1975 12 X 65, TWO
bedrooin, 2 bath, all
electric, central heat
and air, fully carpeted,
unfurnished, like new.
See at Riviera Ct, or call
753-3280 before 5 p.m.
43. Real Estate
1977 VILLAGE MOBILE
home, 12 x 48. All
electric. Occupied only 3
montfts; Call 753-9603








mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
COUPLE INTERESTED
in a house in the coun-
try. Willing and able to
do some repairs. Local
references available.
Call 5-10 p.m. 753-7946.
FEANTF-11)--uir cured
tobbacco base. Call 753-
0148.'.
32 Apartments For Rent
FIVE ROOM APART-











Call 753-4707 after 4 p.m.
34 Houses For Rent
OUSE FOR RENT -
1702 Farmer. Three
heirloom, 2 'haths,nrn-
i mediate Occupancy. Call
\ collect 404-457-3075 for.
details.









sale Six weeks old. Call
492-8607 after 6 p.m.
MALE MINIATURE
schnauzer puppies. AKC
registered, ready to go.
$75. all 436-5353.
ONE ENGLISH Setter, 8
years old. Wide hunter.








puppies. Solid white and
solid black. Call 554
.2153, Paducah.
DOBERMAN PIN-
SCHER, 13 weeks. Sell
cheap. Call after 3:30
753-5949.
43 Real Estate
68 ACRES located east of
Puryear, Tn. on
blacktop road. This can
be bought far-less than
$600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75-Per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
fencing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505




special lot to build on
this 'spring? Look no
further! Located in
lovely Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details. 'Be ready to'
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.
REALTORS








- living room, family
r.00m,, walk-out
basement with private
patio. 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, 12 closets and
many_ sther cou-
v e i.n erc . Ca I I-
LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492,-
for an appointment to














dining room and kit-
chen, built-in storage in
utility room 10 x 10
workshop and only 5'




BIG HOUSE on the
Prairie... a great home
for a family wanting lots'
of space.' This bi-level -
brick has 4 bedrooms, --
4½ baths, dining room,':
family room plus a'..!,`
finished basement, 2 car :
garage, approximately
5500 sq. ft. All this plus 8::


















Now accepting applications for full
time and part time employment at our
new location at 628 Central Shopping
Center. Please apply Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Equal Opportunity Employer
HELP WANTED
Clinical Secretary: Duties include typing dictation,
medical records, general office work. Salary corn-
, petative. Experience preferred. ,
Contact
Mrs. Joyce Beyd -
Murray Cemprehensir Cars Canter
702 West Wain Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
newer: 753-1622
































































:: PORTUNITY. 40' x 60'
-building on Hwy. 121 S.
offers an opportunity to
be on your own. Good
location for thriving
business. Call or come
by 105 NA, 12th,- Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 753-
8080.
Purdom & Thurman








Three of these lots are in
- Riverwood Subdivision
at the Southern edge of




all your Real Estate
Needs.









Neubauer or check with
'office 'John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505







tel Sycamore Merray, Ry.
YOU'LL GET back to the
basics of life it you
purchase this remodeled
country home and 40
acres with lovely land-
scaped surroundings
and 5 ponds in wooded
setting. Several out---
buildings, fenced areal
.for horses, pine forest
with walking and riding
trails meandering to a
beautiful 1 acre lake
surrounded by wooded
hillsides. You'll not see
Smother "picture this
pretty in this aria.
Phone us today at
KOPPERUIREALTY, -
753-4222. - We are
M urra-y's fastest
growing realty.
BY OWNER - A - very















112 ACRES . with ap-
proximately one-third
mile blacktop highway




and 20 acres, Frame




8 miles northwest of
Murray. For more in-
formation phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 We are working
hard to provide the best
possible service to you.
WILSON
Poesy - Gee/ Wes hem
alai wain, Mince of
Grocery stem 1% Aare he
alth good lords* pie,. lows
as,. on4 storm vrierlows.
Very haiku meted, ULM
Iwo fleoperty - 46 sore
tene volth oppreolepately 25
•ewes tesiih. lamed I
Obey esawomity.
753-3244 Antis.
46 Homes ̀ of Sale
THREE BEDROOM on
South 13th Street. With 1
acre of land, garage
behind house. Call 753-
8541.
AUCTION
Sat. March 46, 1978
10-0011.111.
Fir Division if Property of Wilma Base' & James Bases Located AppreiTaes
E. if Mayfield se Nwy. new Selo Rd. The feNewing has will he wild:
Personal Preperty
Tool box, gages and cutting torch, vise, drill press, grinder, electric welder,
battery charger, steam cleaner, boat and motor, depth finder, boat trailers,
electric wrench, skill saw, air compressor, 30" back hoe bucket, 24" back hoe
bucket, concrete breaker, 18" back hoe bucket, for case tractor, 1968 Dodge
truck and tag along trailer-24', Buster Brown trencher, Davis trencher.1,000
gallon gas tank and many other items.
Seal Estate
A lovely brick 3 bedroom home, 1 bath, living room, kitchen, utility room, 1 car
garage, storage room, fireplace. Central air & fireplace, 2 car garage (or
workshop) with 3 bay storage shed attached-app. 4.44 acres of land - if you wish
to inspect this property call 527,3242 for appointment.
Terms if Sales
Personal property cash - Real-Estate 10% day of sale balance with deed.
Passeision to be 45 days from date of sale. Announcements on date of sale take
presidence over printed matter.
Sale Ily
Morgan, Trevathan and Gunn, Inc.
100 East 126 Street
Beaten, Kentucky
Plum 527-3242
Pet. T. Seen Jr. isetioner
TI
2-27 C>iin onamfeature Syndicate Inc
"YOU'RE HUMMING A LITTLE TUNE,
120E5 THAT MEAN YOU FOUND A
- NEW 'TAX LOOPHOLE?"
46 Homes For Sale
FOR SALE-BY OWNER
house and 3.3 acres, 2
miles from Murray.
Modern 2 bedroom fully
carpeted with fireplace..
Built-in appliances. Lots
of cabinets and closets.
--Patio overlooking
private r lake. Barn





acres. Priced low 40's
Call 753-9850.
47. Motorcycles
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 MONTE CARLO,
AM-FM, 8 track, priced
to sell. Call 753-3414.
1977 COBRA II, white








FM stereo radio. _Power.
trunk and rear defrost.
36,000 miles. Call 753-
1287 or 759-1926.
$74 YAMAHA BT--181k --- twig MONTE CARLO,




teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
124.99:- t -Yeiii• guaran-•
tee, $26.36; 5 year


















1971 FORD COURIER, 5




steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove






(This alphabetized pogo will ran weekly - clip it from




Hwy. 641-6 miles S011fh






























































--- AM-FM radio. Excellent
---eondition.--Call 753-7320
after 6 p.m.






157$ Pep-Ups 850" off
Al awl Campers 10" off
Ilus applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-71.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
Ii the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
special prices make this












ficient service. c No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
. for free estimates.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears Continuous gut-
teli installed per your
specifications. Call
Sears 7534310 for free
figrtirrisirPs. '
CHANGE- THAT





















. struction Co., Route 2,
- Box 409 A. PaduCah, IEy, •










ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
















exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
FOR YOUR senile Ufa
and backhoe week
needs. Also septic tank -
Cleaning:- Can- lehn 




rack, lime, sand -and
decorative rock. Also
grain hauling available.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-
4545 or 753-6763.
PIANO TUNING-- I can
. help you get the best
out of the years of
playing experience. Just







FENCE SALES at SOWS
now. Call Sears 7°4-2310







TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and









- call 753-1917 between 10









• Call 527-8332 after 3:30
ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
witkeemplete privaey-end easy access.  -
. Call 753-3744 days
or 753-7618 nights
Hornbuckle's Barber Shop -
OPEN WEEKDAYS
*House Mon -Wed $-1
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS *HospitalCalls Fri & Sal 8-2:36 Calls
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
iliWalnut Street.
Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 -
and night appointments.
51 Services Offered





smallest to the most
complete job. Call 47-
4338.
KIRBY - New, rebuilt
starting at • $45.06.-
- Complete Service. Cal--
Mike Hutchens, 753-3318t-
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-






53 Feed And Seed
STRAW FOR SA




male or female. Will





and will make nice pert: "
Call 753-2540.
STOp RENTING
Save on rent and begin to whip inflation while
owning your own cozy 3 bedroom home on Whir--
nen Avenue. Priced at $25,000. Phone on for AB




711 Mein , 753-1222
George Gallagher 7531129 Geri 4401111117$3.7132- •
Harry Patterson 492-1302 BIN Kopp/Kw mum 
Bill Rayburn 759-4900
Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How cay you save money?
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is haling during the month othkrch to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger Fe Times during the month of March. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as esual and you receive all the Usual discounts. if you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for March you will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
-reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
fr-Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex.-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads















5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do,
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
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Deaths and Funerals
K. C. Farley Dies
Front Injuries With
.Funeral On Tuesday
K. C. Farley of Belleville,
Mich., formerly of Murray,
died Friday at 10:30 p.m. from
injuries sustained in an
automobile accident there He
-was 54 years of age.
The Michigan man was a
Member of the Church of
Christ and . owned an ice
cream business in Belleville.
• Born June "23 1923, - in
Calloway County, he was the
-son of the late Kimble Cegal
Farley and Mary Spann
--Farley.
Mr. Farley is survived by
-two daughters,.. Miss __Terri
Gail Farley, Belleville, Mich.,
and Mrs, Debbie FtEgalada,
Lohg Mount, bib "step'
daughters, Mrs. Bill, Glenn.
and Mrs. Lloyd Johnson,
Ypsilanti, Mich.; one sister,
Mrs. Hollis tfieloisel Rtbert,st
Murray; two grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.,
Jack Jones officiating. - -
Pallbearers will -be "Phte,
Joe Pat, Dick, Oatman, and
Ikrlike-Farley and . Fred.Gar16.
ner Burial will follow [ñ'the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





Herbert C. Underwood 01108
North 12th Street, Murray,
died Saturday at 7-:-15 p.m. at
his home. He wits 78- years of
age.
Mr. Underwood was a
retired steal worker with DOW
Chemical Company, and was
a member of the Calyary
' Temple Pentecostal Church of
God. Born Oct. 25, 1899, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Elgin Farris
Underwood and Laura Steele
Underwood.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Olalia Chrisman Un-
derwood, to whom he was
married on Aug. 17, 1931; two
daughters, Mrs. Ralph
(Peggy) Graves, St. Louis,
Mo., and Mrs. Eddie
(Lanette) Hunt, Murray; one
son, Ron Underwood, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Maggie Hicks,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray;
four grandchildren, Troy and
Erik Underwood and Shari
and Greg Graves.
Funeral services are .being
held today at two p.m. at the
Chapel of the J. 1.1. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Marlon Harris and the Rev.
Dr. James Fisher officiating.
Pallbearers are Roger and
Larry Chrisman, Parvin
Craig, Allen Russell, Bill
Netherland, and Tom Turner.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
k Pct- Service of This Newspaper





When the dam broke at Buffalo Creek, West
Viretrua, a lot of people weren't as lucky as
-this hole guy.. . _
Jamie and the rest of the Mosley family
made it up the hill lust in the nick of time.
Seconds later, a wall of water swept all their
eartNs possessions away.
Here you Ste Jamie in the Red Cross
:
One look at that lace, and were awlully
--glad sec woe there to help.
Every sear, you know, Red Cross
teus hes the lives of millions upon nulhoos
Of Americans Rich Poor. Average Black.
White .1vIsian and Jew. With support.
Woh ,emfort With a helping hand when
they need it.
So when you open your heart, wok sour
rinse or sour moors, you can lw certain A




Les Murdock of Farmington
Route One, Bell City com-
munity, died Sunday at t:25
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He was 70 years of
age and operated the Paradise
,Friendly Orphans Home at
Bell City , until .about a year
ago when ill health forced him
to close the home.
Mr. Murdock was married
to Thelma Flint Who died
several years ago: He later
married Mary E. Poyner,
nurse, who died from injuries
sustained in an automobile
accident on Highway 94 West
In May of 1977. Born Feb. 148;





Pritchard and Mrs. Annie
Farris, Mayfield; one son,
Ben Murdock, Humboldt, Tn.;
two step daughters, Mrs. Lou
Ellen Dowdle, Memphis, Tn.,
and Mrs. David Tarkington,
West Memphis, Ark.; three
stepsons,' Billy Cole Poyner,
Mayfield, Joe' W. Poyner,
Millington, Tn., and Hai Van
7-Peyliertitchlemptts,-- Tn.; two
brothers, William Murdock,
Murray Route Seven, and.
Parvin Murdock, Farmington
Route One; nine .grand-
children; eight step grand-
children.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at one p".m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Bro.
William Hardison and Bro.
Waylon Lawrence officiating.
Burial will follow in the Bell
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





Mrs. John E. ( Rubie Spann)
Smith, age 59, Murray Route
Eight, was pronounced dead
on arrival at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital this
morning at 1:55 a. m. She was
stricken ill at her home-and
her death was due to an rip.
Parent heart attack.
The Calloway resident was
a member of the Kingdom
Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses.
Born June 20, 1918, in
Arkansas, she was the
daughter of the late Robert D.





Mrs. Lurline L Pierce of
1115 Circararna, Murray, died
Sunday at 8:25 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 82 years of
age and the wife of Paul
Pierce who died in 1966.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First
Presbyterian Church and a
retired school teacher. Born
Feb. 27, 1895, at Puryear, Tn.,
she was the daughter of the
late Rev. J. E. Littleton and
Lure Lee Cooper Littleton.
Mrs. Pierce is survived by
two sisters, Miss Lela Jo
Littleton and-Mrs. Aggie Lee
Paschall, 1113 Circarama,
Murray; two brothers, Eayne
and John Littleton, Puryear,
Tn.; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the ,J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Buzz Rabation officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Bill Caldwell, Frank White,
Wayne Stracener, Andy
Littleton, Joe Dalton, and Joe
Baker Littleton. Honorary
pallbearers will be Joseph
Edward Johnson, Bumpus
Braswell, Herman Loving,
Rudy Hall, Vernon Campbell,
Olin Moore, Sal Matarazzo.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
iuneral home after three p.m.
today (Monday). -
Stock Market
Prices of stacks or local interest at
noon Liday furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows:






Ford Motor Co. 4214 At
Gen. Dynamics 3041 +4
General Motors MA +4
General 71re 7314 +14
Goodlich. . ,,,, . 1944 -%
GuU Oil 24% -4
IBM. 25514 414
Pennwalt 341/ -44
QuakerOate .  2114 unc
 unc
Western Union 1614 one
Zenith Radio 12% +14
Mims of stock of local Wert* at nood
EDT, today, furniohed - to the Ledger &
11rnes by First of Michigan. Corp., of




A. T. & T 
Heublein Inc 264 uric
McDonalds Corp. 4514 -As
Ponderosa Systems 1524 -4
Kimberly Clark • - -. : 4314 44
Union Carbide 3044 unc
W. R. Grace 24% unc
Texaco •  25% unc
General Mec. . . . ........ 45 44
Hardees 1114 -4
Georgia Pacific 24% -44
24% -44
Jim Walters Vti -4




Mrs. Smith is survived by
her husband John E. Smith,
and one son,----Torn Smith,
Murray Route Eight; ...one
sister, Mrs. E. G. (Ruthie
Lee) Chapman, Dexter Route
One; one brother, Guy Spann,
1604 Sycamore Street,
Murray.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at ten a. m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Holhe -with the
Rev. Ralph Stockwell of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Coles Camp Ground
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
filneral home O'er ten a. m.
on Tuesday.
Mrs. Lola Geurin
Dies At Age 90;
Funeral Is Tuesday
Mrs. Lola Geurin of Murray
Route Three died Sunday at
12:55 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 90 years of age and
kit-wife of Gas Geurin who
died in-1961.
The deceased was a
member or the Elm Grove
Baptist Church. Born Dec. 14,
1887, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Pierce McDougal and Sally
Belle Roberts McDougal. - -
Mrs. Geurin is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Clyde
( Opal ) Hale, Murray, and Mrs.
F. A.(Mary Bell) Brantley,
Flint, Mich.; one son, Rudolph
Geurin, Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Eula Outland,
Meadowyiew Retirement
Home, Farmington, and Mrs.





The funeral is scheduled for
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at the-
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev..
Harold Lassiter and the Rev.
Jack Geurin officiating.
Burial will follow in the El
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




At Age Of 51
Mrs. Truman I Pauline
Davis) Cooper of Cahokia, Ill.,
died Sunday at 9:30 p. m. at
the Centerville Hospitalr
Centerville, Ill. She was 51
'years of age and her death
followed an extended illness.
The deceased was a
member of the Maplewood
Nazarene Church at Cahokia,
Ill. Born in August 1926 in
Calloway County she was the
daughter of Mrs. Mary
Martha Bland Davis, who
servives, and the late Clifford
Davis.
Mrs. CoOper is survived by
herhusband, Truman Cooper,
Cahokia, 111.; her mother Mrs.
Mary Martha Davis, Riley
Court, Murray,- three sisters,
Miss Dorothy Davis, Paducah,
Mrs. Mary Walker, Waldrop
Apartments, Murray, and
MM. Dwane (Freda) Jones,
805 South Ninth Street,
Murray; two brothers, Wildy
Davis, Decatur, Ala., and
David DirvIS, 514 South
Seventh Street, Murray; four
nieces, one nephew, and one
great nephew.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
-Buddy Morris of Cahokia, Ill.,
.officiating. Burial will follow
in the Elm Grove Cemetery
Friends may call at the
.3V44 -4G-- funeral home afteraix P: in.
35o4 talc Wednesda9.--
r
HOG SHOW VViNNIRS --- Corey Huie, 9, proudly displays the trophy he won with
the top carcass dressed Out from the 42 hogs entered this week in the West Kentucky
Market Hog Show at Murray State University. An elementary school student in Murray
and participating in his first hog show, young Huie had three animals entered, two of
whom took top honors. The others shown are, from the left Dr. Charles Chaney, a
campus coordinator for the show; Glen Warren, Hardin, who took fourth place Is --
carcass competition; Erick Howell, Marshall County, who JooLsecond place and Roy'
Skinner of the Jackson Purchase Credit Association at Mayfield.
Calloway Fourth Grader Takes
Top Honors In MSU Hog Show
A nine-year-old boy, in, his
first year of 4-H Club work and
exhibiting hogs for the first
time, took 'M.P.-honors Thur-
sday in the West Kentucky
Mart -Hog Show-at-Murray
State University.
Corey Huie, a fourth grade
stuclent at Robertson
Elementary in Murray and
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Huie, 1612 Magnolia Drive,
had his entire herd - three
hogs - entered in the show,
formerly the -West Kentucky
Barrow Show.
Tuesday, one, a 230-pound
Yorkshire-Hampshire cross,
won - the- youth rtsnnspinrt
honOrs in the on-foot judging
at the University's laboratory
farm, but finished 13th in the
carcass grading cOmpetition.
Another, a 210-pound
Hampshire, finished rcond in
the youth-lightweightcorn-
petition in the on-foot judging
and 30th in the carcass con-
test.
But it was his 200-pound
Yorkshire gilt that took the big
award by dressing out as the
best carcass of the 42 animals
judged both on-foot and on-
the-hook in this year's show.
When dressed, the animal,
which-also placed third in the
youth lightweight division in
the On-Not UidginiaKetliteed.a.
percentage of lean of 64.10. Its
_saicass measured  29.5 intheS
with an-average of 1.2 inches
of backfat taken in three
measurements. Its loin eye
measurement was 6.5 square
inches.
The animals were judged on
foot before being taken to
Union City to be processed and
tpe carcasses graded by Dr.
York Varney, meat extension
specialist at the University of
Kentucky.
• Finishing in second place
was the carcass of an animal
entered by Eric Howell, a
Marshall County farmer with
a 50-sow herd, Howell's hog
produced a percentage of lean
of 63.44. Its over-all carcass
tength was 31.3 Inches, and its
backfat measured 1.0 inches
with a loin eye of 6.8 square
inches.
John Flood, Cadiz, Amon the
on-foot judging contest-among
the adults, scoring 178 points
out of a possible 220. Randy
Scott and Jay Taylor of
Arlington tied for first place in
the on-foot judging among the
youth, each scor1n4 170 ponits
of the 220 possible.
_Others in tIm_nachilt_.on-foot
Judging were: Dennis Lewis,
Taylorayillet ._:!_!cop_4_ with 174
points; Mitch.Nimmo, Benton,
James Joyce, Princeton, and
Billy Adams, Murray, each
with 170 points; Kent Jackson,
Bardwell, and Morgan Hill,
Benton, with- 1611 points; and
Benny and Terre Cooper,
LaCenter, with 160. j
Greg Freeman, EddyvWe,
was second in the ybuth oli-
foot judging with 163 points.
Keith Joyce, Benton, was
third with 160, and Jim
Martin, Cunningham, -fourth
with 158 points.
For the second year,. the
Reelfoot Packing Company at
Union City presented the loins
of the top five careasses, to the
show officials to be sold to the
highest bidders at the Thur-
sday nightawards banquet.
The show is sponsored
annually by the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture
and the university in
cooperation with the Exten-






WASHINGTON (AP) - The
federal government, crying
"enough" in the wake of tiro
fatal train accidents in three
days, is planning unusually
thorough hearings into the
transportaion of hazardous
materials on the nation's
railrads and highways.
Small wonder:
-Jan. 15. The little town of
Pond Eddy, Pa:, began
cleanup operations after a
Conrail freight train derailed,
rupturing a tank car that




-Jan. 15. Five Uhrichsville,
Ohio, families were evacuated
when -eight cars of another
Conrail freight derailed,




'ketone spilled from a derailed
Western Railway of Alabama
tanker near Montgomery,
Ala., threatening the state
capital's water supply.
-Jan. 23. Some 400 Point
Pleasant, W.Va., residents
had to leave home after a'
Chessie System derailment
spilled 20,700 gallons of highly
toxic epichlorohydrin 100 feet'
from the Ohio River. Two days
later workers removed the
useless top soil from an acre of
ground.
-Jan. 27. Fifteen faniines
were tvacuated froi.i
Colchester, Vt., when a
derailed tank car began
leaking liquified petroleum
gas.
-Jan. 30. At least 300
persons in Leon and Mayhm
Flats, Ky., were driven from
their -homes by fear of
poisonous acrylonitrileapillett
from -Chews
System tank car, It 
,5.
took
nearly 6 hours to put out the
fire that blazed around the
tanker.
-Feb. 4. About 50 residents
'were ordered to leave their
houses when a 58-car Chessie
Systqm freight left the tracks
near Woodland Park, Mich.,
spilling ethylene oxide. The
train was on its way to a
nearby Dow Chemical Co.
plant.
These mishaps pale next to




propane burst, and a fire ball
shot into the town. Eleven
persons have died; five homes
were destroyed and 12
businesses damaged by the
fire.




became a yellow-green cloud
that has taken the lives of at
least eight persons. An ad-
ditional 67 went to the
hospital.
"It literally burns your
lungs up," said Al Smith, an
Environmental Protection
Agency investigator, on the
scene Sunday.
The National Transportaion
Safety Board was watching.
Kay Bailey, acting chair-
man of the safety board, was
so concerned by the con-
diming spate of derailments
involving dangerious sub-
stances that on Thursday she
called for the rare full-board
hearing on the matter. •
The hearings in April will
look at ha*/ the railroads and
trucking firms handle what
Slattery termed, "all kinds of
exotic materials that cause
battlefield-like damage.'
'Pelleas et Melisande'
To Be Broadcast On 'KMS
Claude Debussy's only
opera, "Pelleas et Melisan-
de," will be broadcast on WK-
MS-FM at Murray State
University at 12:30 p. m.
Saturday, March 4, as another
of the offerings of the Texaco-
Metropolitan Optita Radio
Network.
The two-act opera is the 14th
of the current Met season to be
carried on the public radio
station at Murray State. Wit-
MS -broadcasts in stereo to
•listeners in four states at 91.3
on the FM dial..
Singing principal roles in
. the Debussy opera will. be
Teread Shiites as
MelLsande, mezzo-soprano
Mignon Dunn as GenevieVe,
tenor Raymond Gibbs in the
role of Pelleas, bass-baritone
Gabriel Batquier as Goland,
and bass Jerome Hines as
Arkel.





will give listeners a musical
and dramatic analysis of the
opera.
Of Debussy and "Pelleas et
Melisande," Arturo Toscanini
once- said, ''He had only one
opera in him," referring to the






With today's releiese of
January consumer price
figures, the government is
beginning to take a closer look




measured only changes in




ask these people what goods
they had boughtand then
check retail stores for the
prices. At the end of the month
the department announced the
average price increase for all
products,- - •
Starting with today's Labor
Department report, however,
the government is measuring
prices paid by all city and
suburban consumers, who
make up .80 percent of the
country's population.
Wages paid more than'-8.5
million workers are tied to
fluctuations in the index,
which also affects the monthly
checks of 50...millicui Social
Security beneficiaries, retired
military and Civil Service
employees and food stamp
monthly jumps In prices have
ranged from 0.3 to 0.5 percent,
ending with a 0.4 percent
increase for December. For
1977 as a whole, consumer
prices rose 6.8 percent, above
the average of the last few
years.
Cooperative English
Test Set At MSU
The Cooperative English
Test-a requirement fw•
admission to the teacUr
education professional
program-will be given at
-Murray State University on
,morning, March 4.
Dr.
of the Con/tattling and Testing
Center, said no fee is charged
and no advanced registration
is necessary to take the test at
8:30 CM. in Room 652 of the
Education Building. -
He added that application
for admission to the teacher
education programs may be
made at the time of the test.
Allbritten said the following
students should take the teat to
meet requirements:
-All sophomores who plan
recipients. - - - - follow - the - teacher--.
Under the new system, the 'preparation Program. -
goverment's surveyors- tv111- -411-Juniurs,-lenlant,-- Andtalk to professionals, the self_ graduate students who plan to
get teacher certification andemployed, the poor, theunemployed oodthe retired in- who have not taken the test.
An person- admittedaddition to hourly-paid em- -
conditionally into the teacherployees.
Rural areas are still not PFePnraticsi Programs pen-
taken into account. Doing ding completion of the test.
Both the Cooperativethat, the government said,
'would be too expensive. - • r-nfikissijeat an a speech and
The expanded index, which heannkPrcakieneY test mustnow 
reflectsp'rlces paid for he completed before a student
several thousapd items in- IS _interviewed for student
stead of the 400-it-had covered, tescrung Placement%is caned the Consumer price Allbriteen said speech and
Index for All Urban Con- hearing proficiency test will
sinners. be administered immediately
The department is au after the CooPeratke Engliah.
Test is completed. He in-gauging separately the impact I
of inflation on hourly-paid ....dicated,lhat the two tests will
employees and most union -MY student' more
cost-of-living increases will-be ului three hours-
tied to this index.
Even this index was
Changed -substantially,
however, to reflect new
buying patterns. The
department will also continue
to publish the old Consumer
Price Index for six months for
contracts stilLtied to it.
All the indexes are expected
to reflect the same price
trends, which have shown
moderate increases in recent
months. Since July, the
Hog Market
Federal State Market News &solos
February 27,1676
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes II Buying Stollens
Receipts: Act. 055 rat. 500 Barrows &
Gilts mostly 1.09 lower Sows steady - .50
lower
US 1-2 200-230 1ba. $47.0047.35
US 14 200440 lbs $46.5047.00
US 24240-300 lb. $45.50411.511
US 3-4 200410 lbs. $44.5045.54
Sows
US 1-2370-360 Ike. $31.0040.011
US 14 300400nm $31.00-40.00
US 1-2 450100 lb. $40.00-41.00
US 1-2600460 lb.. $41.00-42.00






- Tennessee Valley Authority
officials say consumers should
learn some energy lessons
from the effects of a national
coal miners strike.
- Aubrey J. Wagner, chair-
man of TVA's three-man
board of directors, said
Saturday the strike "un-
derscored the delicate and
vulnerable nature of the
nation's energy pipeline."
Despite a large stockpile
built up last year in
preparation for a strike,
TVA's coal reserves have
fallen to about a 24-day ss•
The agency announced that
a mandatory 30 percent power
cutback to industries in the
seven-state area it serves was
probably only weeks away,
and asked customers to
conserve energy to delay the
cutback - once described as
inevitable.
Officials of the government
utility - the nation's largest
coal consumer - said the
curtailment apparently will
not be neceaary if a proposed
contract is approved by the
United Mine Workers.
Thi" unien's rank-and-file
will vote on the contract early
next week, after learning




proposal will pass, despite
critical rumblings' in the
coalfields.
Even if miners return
promptly, TVA Director S.
David Freemati Said SURray, 
tile nation's energy prribterna
we
will not be solved.
"The crisis is not over. It's
just become invisible again,"
he said.
"We've been snakebit by an
oil embargo, a natural gas ,
shortafe and now by a coal
strike. If we don't get some
snakebite medicine soon in the
form of conservation, our
civilization is going to die."
Freeman said he hoped
people will realize that their
voluntary conservation efforts
in the past month saved them
' money, and will make a habit
out of frugal use of electricity.
"I think those people who
have conserved during our
current crisis can look back
and see that they have saved
money and really didn't
become that mirth in-
convenienced," he said.
Freeman also urged more
investment for home in-
sulation, solar energy projects
and the like that would cost
money but save energy.
"True conservation is
simply greater efficiency," he
said, "getting more bang out'
of your energy buck.
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